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Radio 81 Offers. 
' . 
Cable· Discounts_ 
WICB-AM, -"Radio 61," is 
continuing its special campaign 
which allows Ithaca College 
students to hook up their televi-
sions and radios to the· Cerrache 
Cable system at discount rates. 
Dubbed "The Great Cable Hook-
up," the campaign is being 
backed by an intense publicity 
program combining posters, fly-
ers and on-the-air promotion. 
Being a carrier current 
station, Radio 61 has limited 
on-campus reception on the AM 
dial; however, it can also be 
received at 106 FM if the tuner is 
hooked up to the cable. This is 
the· primary reason behind the" 
current subscription discount 
being offered exclusively to the 
LC. community. 
in addition to reduced rates 
for cable radio and cable TV, a 
bargain for Home Box Office 
subscription is also available. 
Several different hookup com-
binations are being offered. For 
those who already have cable TV 
service and wish to add cable 
radio, the installation charge is 
$2.00. Cable TV with cable 
radio, or HBO with cable radio, is 
available at $10.00 or less for 
installation. (This can save the 
subscriber up to $20.00.) Month-
ly service charges are the same 
as usual. 
Two special phone numbers 
have been set up for taking · 
orders and answering questions 
until 11 p.m. daily: 274-3430 
(x3430) and 274-3435 (x3435). 
The discount rates will only be in 
effect until Christmas vacation. 
"This is· the most difficult 
period since I've come to Ithaca 
College," stated President Wha-
len at the opening of his address 
· to the college faculty Tuesday · 
night. The meeting was con-
cerned with the question of 
tenure and the gap between 
administrators and faculty on . 
this question. The critical 
situation, in which the faculty 
has refused to recognize the 
administration's governance pol-
icies, has produced much dispar-
ity. 
Worked Stopped On 
-Terrace Pipes · · 
From 1972 until the fall 
semester of 1977, faculty and 
administrators had been subject 
to the mandates of a 1972 
governance document and facul-
ty handbook. Any faculty 
member who has signed a 
contract since 1972 did so under 
the provisions of that document. 
Under such a contract probation-
by Jeff Bradley 
. ary faculty members up for 
tenure would be reviewed first 
dorms. Work started early each by their fel1ow faculty members, 
morning and lasted most of the ·who would then supply the dean 
day. .The hole also creates a of the department with a recom-
greater hazard, now that i~;,-- ..mendation and pass it o? to the 
covereq with snow·.__ . erovost·~ office,_ where 1t would 
- The Construction ciil!ied'· 'a · - . work its w.ay up to j,~~ _Board of 
problem for the · residents in Trustees, 
Terrace Five, second floor. The However, according to Presi-
digging extended across the dent Whalen's new governance 
pathway that.leads from Terrace document, complemented in Oct-
- President Whalen 
ober 1977, there is an additional 
link between the dean and the 
provost in the reviewing process, 
entitled the Tenure and Promo-
tion Committee. 
Although the .functions of 
this committee, comprised of five 
tenured faculty members, have 
n9t yet clearly J>een defined, 
Many facu~ty members believe 
that the existence of the commit-
tee will jeopardize the attain-
ment of tenure by many faculty 
.. Photo by lBruce · Morosohk 
members who would otherwise 
by deserving. 
In his governance document, 
·President Whalen also suggests 
that all faculty members have a 
PhD. before they are granted 
tenure. · This suggestion is 
non-existent under the contracts 
. signedby many faculty members 
. since 1972 ·aM they are standing 
firm on their contracts, unwilling 
to cooperate with the president's 
demands. 
Recently, Physical Plant lo-
cated some breaks in some of the 
protective shells. that surround 
th~. pip~$ J~r t~~ .Ji~~-ll_l~ ~Y:{ltem 
in the Teijaces;· ,Jo p~event a 
major pipe break, the -heating 
system was replaced with a new 
one. During the work period, 
heat was maintained in all of the 
dorms. Work was completed 
during Thanksgiving. 
The process of digging up 
the old system and installing a 
new one caused problems for the 
Terrace residents. The appara-
tus for the heating system is 
located in the center lawn of the 
Terraces. This caused inconven-
iances for the surrounding -
Registration Changes Possible 
by Felice Linder 
It was obvious after this past· 
registration that changes had to 
be made. There were students 
Scholarships Awarded 
Nine Ithaca Co11ege business 
students have been awarded 
$6,000 in scholarships from the 
Forster Educational Foundation, 
New York City. 
The students were nominat-
ed and selected by the School of 
Business Administration at the 
College. In order to receive a 
scholarship, the students had to 
demonstrate academic excellence 
and the intent to pursue account-
• , •• .. ,_+.:I 1 ~ 
ing as a profession. 
The Forster Educational 
Foundation has made yearly 
scholarship grants to Ithaca 
College since 1972. 
The students receiving the 
scholarships are Donna Cooper, 
Valerie Calhoun, Robert Fenton, 
Joann Freeman, Jeffrey P. Klaf-
ehn, Regina McLester, Philip 
Oliver, Joyce Van Derzee and 
Stephen Weiman. 
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camping out twelve hours in 
advance and longer lines than 
ever before. There was also a 
tremendous about of anxiety, 
basically caused by the an-
nouncements of no registration 
day in January. 
John Stanton, registrar, ex-
plained that registration day in 
January was actually a "waste of 
time." Courses that were closed 
during preregistration would re-
main so during registration day. 
Most adding- of courses is done 
during the first week of classes 
when the attrition rate is ap-
proximately 15 percent. How-
ever, this information was not 
properly explained at the time of 
the announcement and the stud-
ents panicked. The add/drop 
• 
period is still available during the a good selection of course spread 
first week of classes in January. over a wide range of times." It is 
The long lines that persisted. up to the department chairper-
throughout registration week son to coordinate schedules with 
were inevitable due to the source other departments that involve 
of required signatures on course interdepartmental require-
cards, which are distributed on a · ments. 
first come-first serve basis· for "That we have to make a 
the most part. In this past change is pretty well accepted," 
registration, approximately 90 said Mr. Stanton. The Provost 
percent of the courses required office is forming an Academic 
signatures. This is partly Policies Subcommittee to review 
because departments, as well as the problem. A major considera-
students, misconceived the can- tion will be the formulation of 
cellation of registration and some kind of demand schedule 
overreacted by requiring signa- for figuring which courses anp 
tures for courses that they never how many sections if each course 
had before. John Stanton is the are needed to satisfy student· 
first" to agree, "We're going to wants. Another consideration 
have to adjust this." Signatures will be senior preference for 
do allow the registrar to provide electives; why should a senior be 
students with a hard schedule. closed out of a class because 
Tom Longin, Dean of H & S, lower class students were able to 
feels, "It is important to assure camp out or cut their classes to 
students that what they sign up wait on lines? Along the same 
. for they'll get." However, this lines,. freshmen should get pre-
forces students to cut classes and ference in 100 level courses 
even campout over night for a within their major field of study 
chance to get into a course that and other introductory courses. 
might be a requirement for their There an unlimited number of 
major'. ·. possibilities. Many proposals 
Many of the registration prob- have ·already been submitted 
!ems th~t exist are caused by the by John Stanton, who has been 
departments themselves. trying to affect some change for 
Course schedules are geared to vears. • 
whatthe faeulty member.a want. F~ 
Faculty members are free to o• 
:· _., ·. ···- - · ..... ·,. _ decide what . they're going to : I or 
teach, when they're· .going· to · ....... ad 
. . .• 
. ,, -"~ ' 
teach and even-w)_iothey're going. ~b 1•8U W hal to teach by screening through ·. ~ usa_o . estp en 
signature requirements. H & S · Malve Slocum has been given a 
~aches the greatest amount of ciearty wel~me by staff, stud-
students and Tom Longin, Dean !nts and faculty. She's new this 
-of.· the department, feels· that fear as-director offoreign study: . 
these faculty preferences "have Ber .qualifi~tions include an MA 
.. ·. · g_o~~ed mOJ'e. ~~ Js sellSl"ble'. and· PhD from Cornell. ner 
. · ·-ror·proper-academie pi'ot:ed~--~ -n,tajor interests ·m school· were 
la Longin"• opillicm;"For:a fairly · 
deeipedaeheduletllere_lllllll ~ 
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An Open Letter to the Community: 
I would like to address myself to the letter 
written by Gordon Walsh in reference to the 
practices of the paper. Walsh states, "you have a 
tendency to humiliate people in the eyes of the 
campus whenever you have the chance." Did 
Walsh complain when Richard Nixon was humil-
iated in the eyes of the nation? We are a 
newspaper, and that means we report the news. 
We don't make it up. I am proud of the fact that we 
haven't tried to create news where it didn't exist. 
While Richard Nixon's resignation was reported 
by most of the country's media, occurrences 
involving members of the Ithaca College commun-
ity are reported in here. In case you haven't 
noticl'd, it is not of major interest to any other 
medium what goes on here. Ithaca College is our 
concern and that included minor as well as major 
happenings. The Ithacan is to Ithaca College what 
the New York Times is to the world 
As Editor-in-Chief of this publication I have gone 
to great lengths to be as fair to everyone as 
possible. The news business by nature is not a 
pleasant one. News comes in two flavors, good and 
bad. Both must be reported if a newspaper is 
properly doing its job. 
Editors are not inhumane beasts. On issues like 
those cited by Walsh, careful consideration is given 
to what articles should or should not be published. 
One of the important considerations in the decision 
to print the November 10 article headlined, 
Student · Arrested, was the fact that the 
information appearing in the article was already 
public record. The information had appeared 
earlier in the week in the Ithaca Journal. We didn't 
even break the story. We just reported it. Did 
Walsh complain when the Ithacan reported last 
year's firing of Dean Baker? I think it would be 
safe -to say that Mr. Baker was, "down." 
When a newspaper reports only-what it is told to 
report by the government, it ceases to be a 
newspaper. . It becomes a political organ. In 
comparison, the administration would )>ecome our 
boss. We would print Ithaca College Office of 
Public Information Press Releases and other 
approved material. Articles involving Chile, Colby 
_and the Ambulance problem would probably have· 
been deleted or altered. Is this what Walsh wants? 
-By putting any restriction on what we can print, we-
no longer a~e a newspaper, but a censored 
..... ,., .... , ...-r~---~-~--=--~_,....-----------------------------· 
,' 
publication. Good judgement is absolutely 
necessary. Self imposed censorship is out of the 
question. If we refuse to pri!)t an article involving 
a person who "is down" then many of our. news 
stories would have to be nixed. All events · 
reported on involve actions of people; sometimes 
unpleasant actions. This is what ne__!Vs is. _ 
Walsh further goes on . to state that, "the 
problems I have dwelled on do not keep reoccurring 
as a. result of a shorthanded staff." How the hell 
does Walsh know that? Every one of our problems 
stem from a short handed staff. Ask anyone who 
has worked in the physical production of The 
Ithacan. He add,"if'improvement would begin, I 
honestly believe that more students would 
contribute." It should read, improvement would 
begin, if more students contribute. 
A member of C.I.I.S. recently told me that he 
thought it was incredible how we get a paper out 
every week with so little support fi:om students. 
Some faculty members refuse to write for the 
Ithacan because they feel that it should be a 
student learning experience. Then they harshly 
criticize the paper for not being the New York 
Times. Thankfully many faculty members have the 
good sense to realize our plight and when they .have 
a criticism, they talk to us with an eye at improving 
the Ithacan: 
Staff shortages seem to be the norm, not the 
exception here. Things don't look any better for 
next semester because some hard working and 
longtime staff members are moving ·on to other 
endeavors. 
Steve Harf, Gary Kaplan, Rich Morse, and Susan 
Westphalen know what it's like to sacrifice for 
the Ithacan. My sincerest thanks go to them. 
Unfortunatley, I will have to step aside as 
Editor-in-Chief to assume other responsibilities, so 
we can use our small staff to its fullest working 
capacity. I do not wish to step aside at this time, 
but I, like most Ithacan staffers, am willing to 
work where needed. The people here care. about 
. the Ithacan and it's survival. Our product can only 
improve if all groups in the community are willing 
to tielp. Those of us at the Ithacan can only 
struggle eaeh week to put out a paper if ·we're at 
the school-in the first place. That means we must 
satisfy our other responsibility, academic work. It 
is not always easy. 
I' I• 
·' 
fd like to thank my editors this semester, 
Preston, Steve, Bob, Frank and Pete for their 
sacrifices. Thanks also to those special staff 
members who are the backbone of the Ithacsin, I · 
tbink you know who you are. Thanks also __ · to 
those people at the Ithacan and at the college who . 
have done the little things that have helped keep 
things running smoothly. Finally, th~ you to 
those at the college who have kept me smiling with 
encouragement in those tight spots. Thank you for 
your readership. That's where it's at. 
Corey Taylor 
Editor-in-Chief 
m ~•n111 
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Jeff Fountain, Undec. '80 
Surprised. I'll be even more 
surprised if something positive 
comes out of it. 
B~ Ellen Blickman 
Photos bY Gail Lahm 
Lisa Benjamin, Undec. '80 and 
Amy Braver, Undee. '80. 
We think the next world crisis 
will be in the Mid-East. ·we 
definitely think this 'will improve 
Question: What is your reaction 
to Sadat's visit? 
Joe ~gnello, Bus. Ad. '79 
----I'm really mad about it. Becau~ 
Sacks. · 
Jill Bochberg;Paych. '81 
It's about time! 
Dave Heston, English '79 
Even if a ·substantial agreement 
was reached-it's a start. 
Photo not available 
Larry Hyde, English ~8 
His inten~ions, · ideally, were 
good, but what will result from·: -
his actions. will surprise . the' . 
: w~rld. I think_ it's _a ·step in the ~ 
right d~ti~: >-~: 
Mitch fox, Business '78 
I think "it's a move in the right ~hoto -not available 
directio~. I- guess somebody had 
to take the initiative. I just hopa 
there is a lasting_ peace that will -
be. resolved from this. . I just . Tom. Green, Undec:._ '80 
don't want to : see. Israel-. make I ·think· it's a good idea.· After 
1. relations between both coun-
of them televising ~t, I missed the 
beginning of the Ohio . State -· · . 
Michigan game. too many concessions. all-it can't'hurt! 
., 
'i _ . tries. . ,. 
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lqW-.~VMl'lentsiilllthaCan · C&1red FOr .. -- . . Schloss .Defends ' . Himself 
Dear Editor:-' the process. I am not suggesting bad no article involving the To tt1c E:(6~ 
Although I ·generally refrain that these unfortunate·· occur- outside world. I realize that the , I would like to personally 
from criticizing anllhing. I wish rences should remain out of the . paper serves · p~y as a· respond to the letter which 
to express µiy criticisms con- paper. but these .~ries do ·not campus news source, but some appeared in the last issue of the 
cerning Tbe-ltlw:an in hope that belong on thefront_page. · people--not including me--do not Ithacan-concerning Senior Class 
~provements ~ilLstait to d_ev.- - As an avid · reader, I have get the chance to hear or read President, Howard Schloss. The 
elop. As a ~phomore, I have never witnessed a publication about world affairs. _ _letter was comprised of distorted 
.~xamined the paper for more that contains _the high number of By now _y9u have probably facts and numerous untruths. I 
than ·a year. The most recent reoccuring typographical errors asked, why doesn't he get down am amazed that a letter which 
issue of November 10 is the basis that '.l'he Ithacan prints. Week _ here and do something about the~ was so poorly constructed and 
of my criticism, since my chagrin··· after weeJt, at le.ast two errors · paper? Belieye it o'r not, I researched could be submitted to 
finally re!lclted boiling point. appear in every article. One actually wanted to work on the· a campus-wide publication and 
The staff has some competent begins to wonder if these errors <;ontinued on page 4 taken seriously. 
The letter accused me of 
being manipulative. I have 
always tried to work fairly and in 
the best interests of my constit- · 
uency, whether that be trying to 
pull off a successful party, plan 
an eventful Senior Week or 
recieve more funds from Con-
gress. At no time, as I have been 
accused (and I expresi;[y stated 
this at the Senior Class Budget 
Reyfew meeting) did I intend to 
· Continued on page 6 
writers, but their ' skills are are really typographical or spel-
stymied by the organization and ling._ Time and again, you print 
content of the paper.. The Dick "alot.... I cannot find this in any 
Gregory article represented the _ dictionary. _ Student. Rebuffs Attack 
only example of good journalism The Ithacan Inquirer is an 
in this past issue. Furthermore,·- utter.farce. In the past; thave To the Editor,:,_ deliberate correlation between 
you have a tendency to-hu~ate noticed many blU?red photos, _ my personal relationship with 
people in the eyes of the campus misplaced'names and misspelled This is· a ,statement in Howard, and my political views 
whenever you have the chance. student majors, and infinite defense against accusationf!. - or standing. No one had ~Y 
Last April, you· jumped __ on the spelling errors. The absurdity made by certain members of business dragging me into the 
opportunity to degrade a profes- and blandness of the questions is Congress in a Jetter-to-the-editor senior class budget issue. The 
sor after he was arrested for a another story; Last week's whic~ appeared in. the last issue letter is blantly sexist and I 
felony. In huge letters -on the. question· pertaining to William of the Ithacan. There are several highly reseni the implications. 
front-page you added, "PROF Colby came too late. - The points I would like to address. The second point is the accusa-
BUSTED~~ You stepped on him students and faculty had harped - The first is the relevancy of tion itself. I have never in my 
when be was down. And you did on this issue for the past month including a two-paragraph as-. life uttered the (unpublished) 
this on the fro_I!_t-page in_ front of. in letters to. the editor. After the sault · against 111e in a- letter phrase; · "Now we 're funding 
the whole:coµege. issue died with Colby's cancella- written primarily about senior faggots." I could never, would 
Not surprisingly,- you added· ti~n. you brought it up again. class president, Howard Schloss. never, and did not say it. Like so 
another front-page "cbeap-shot" Why not ask intellectually stimu- The Alternative Action Center,, many other people on this 
in the November- 10 issue by lating questions? And instead of the issue-on the floor of Congress campus, I have carefully examin-
naming two Ithaca College stud- insulting the students' intelli- when I supposedly made a "very ed my views · on prejudice, 
ents arrested for a felony. -·gence, · a{lk something worth- offensive" remark against homo~ sexism and racism. Therefore, I 
Again, you ·stepped on these two while, Then perhaps people will sexuals, t'he two issues weren't can strongly and freely state that 
men while they were down.· Why start to pro.vide s~raight answers , even discussed at the same to --have said any such thing 
· do you choose to-further himill- that con!ain an element of sense. 'meeting; the Senior Class budget would be contrary to every belief 
iate people·--·in such -circum- In case you haven't noticed, _ issue was tabled till ~he following I hold, and is a sheer impossibil-
stances? Is this front-page many students take your inane week. ity. · 
news? H these arrests consti- questions as jokes, or p~sely Many people both on and off - Miriam Stillarman is the 
tuted one of the major news fail to res1_>?nd directly. _, Congress, and certainly some of only one who signed that letter 
stories on campus at their Why don't you have an-article those \\'.ho. signed the letter, wh~ contends that she a,ctually 
respective times, you need to pertaining to current affairs in know that I am currently dating heard me say it-, I contend that 
unelog your own eyes .and ears, the outside world once in a_while? Howard. I fi~d ~t prepost_e~us Stillar quite possibly may have 
while ~ing your va}ues in In the· Noyember _ 10 issue you that the letter should insinuate a · heard someone make that ··re-· 
.. ; . . . - .. - ·•· -
. . . 
mark, but she certainly didn't 
hear me say it. I have at least 
given her the benefit of the 
1 doubt. Even after meeting with 
her, and giving her my word of 
honor, she still calls me a liar. 
Stillar could have been sitting on 
my lap for all I care, she couldn't 
have heard me say it because 
quite simply - I did not. 
The issue was three weeks 
old before it hit the papers and in 
all that time not one of the 
morally outraged -- ""1!rusaders 
bothered or dared to confront me 
about my alleged prejudice be-
liefs. If they had, this whole 
thing would have been ~)eared 
up. I find this inexcusable since I 
am always available at Congress; 
I have a phone and a residence --
and if they had wanted to, they 
could have gotten :n touch with 
me. 
I have one last concern. 
Several of the people who signed 
the letter voiced the idea of being 
more concerned with the issue of 
Continued on pag_e 6 
ATTHEBO-OKSTORE 
On WednesdiY December 14th ... 
· ·Ebenezer.Scroo2e·. Mary Cutler. and their 
Na-s-ty Assistants will be open till- 9:00 Pm 
· haVins a sPecial SAlE: 
--
Dec.o-rati've Wicker ·Baskets Swedish Glass 
Germ-~n · Greefing Cards 
. -
_The _·Lat.est _:Hardcover- and , 
- ... -. ' 
. . 
. P:a·perb_ack_ B~o-ks Fle~ce -Lin~.d Wint~r Jackets_ 
"• I ' 
,,-_ ,, :· . ' 
. ,..... .'.'. ·. - . ' 
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and.· _more will be,- availableo 
-Hours: 
~ ,. 
····-Mon· Fri. -9am-7Pm Sat. 9am ·-· 12 noon 
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·There Are Other 
. . \ Six Students 
Defend OckoWski ·P1&ces· ·out ·.There. 
To the Editor: 
We are writing in r~sponsi 
to the letter printed in thf. 
November 10th issue of the 
Ithacan about .Howard Schloss 
and Mandy Oczkowski. The 
letter was written predominant-
ly about Howard Schloss' activi-
ti<'s as Senior Class President 
but included some unfortunate 
untruths about Mandy Ockow-
t;ki. 
Mandy has never been a 
member oft he I.C. Housing Staff 
and contrary to tht> implication of 
the lelll'r does not represent 
th Pm jn any way. She does 
represent the residents of the 
dorm in which she lives. 
Manlly also says that she did 
not "slander gay people and use 
very offensive language in their 
regard." Those of us who know 
Mandy, realize that any such 
statement would be in total 
contradiction of her moral and 
ethical standards. We believe 
that the accusation in question 
was merely an attempt to 
slander Mandy Oczkowski's -
character and we therefore de-
mand. an apology from each 
student who signed the letter. 
onment that is based on honesty. 
ethics, and truth" should begin 
by setting this example r~ther 
that by using the Ithacan to 
spread hearsay and false accusa-
tions. 
a Sincerely, 
Marianne Zovko, Quad Advisor, 
Clarke Hall 
Abbey Smith, Head Resident, 
Eastman Hall 
Lyn Sommer, Quad Advisor, 
Clarke Hall 
Mark Pike, Head Resident, Tall-
cott Hall 
Kathy Bragg, ·Head Resident, 
Clarke Hall 
Mike Angelini, Head Resident, 
Valentine Hall 
-
Dear I.e. Students, 
Most. students are over-
whelmed with" their first year at 
a school and understandably so. 
There is an incredible amount of 
imput to the student; the transi-
tion. from high school, new 
friends, new freedoms, totally 
new lifestyles, and, of course, 
college courses. When I spent a 
year at I.C., I also thought it was 
a pretty nice. place. I allowed 
myself to be overwhelmed by the 
beauty of the Ithaca area. My 
ideas about the College have 
changed drastically since I grad:., 
uated and went on to the 
University of Maryland for grad-
uate school. The difference 
between the two schools is 
in.credible. Class offerings and 
facilities· are so much better at 
. Maryland. Being involved in 
physical education, I've often 
been amazed at how I.C. 'teaches 
physiology of exercise without 
eyen owning a treadmill. Fan-
tastic! Maryland has complete 
labs for each-discipline in physi-
cal education. Compare some-
thing as simple as the student 
union; you know what I.C. 
offers. Maryland has, to,name a 
few attractions; a movie theatre, 
yogurt shop, pizza place, book 
exchanges, a lounge for study, 
ball room, bowling alley, tobacco 
and candy shop, a fqll service 
. bank, post office, and assorted 
room and facilities for various 
Ithacan Called Unfair 
In Arrest .Reporting 
To the editor: those involved. The impersonal chose to report the arrest and it 
tenor of the article suggests guilt did so in -an inefficient and unfair 
on the part of both Mike Henry way. It is unfair to the I.C. 
and George Bryant. community because they· are 
If the Ithacan had investigated misled and left uninformed. And 
the arrest it could ,have given the_ it is unfair to George Bryant 
reader a more accurate summa- because his . innocence is not· 
tion of what-occurred. A very defended. A a result of this 
basic point ·to be made is that inadequate reporting and subse.:' 
George Bryant was arrested quent misuse of the media I feel 
because he was in the same room \ the Ithacan owes its entire 
as Mike Henry and not as a result reader population a sincere apol-
of a_n involvement in criminal ogy. 
activities. 
·Josh Goldman 
clubs. Of course, it would be 
unfair to compare the quantity of 
facilities. Obviously, Maryland 
needs more to cater to its larger 
population. I'm .merely compar-
ing quality. _Taite, for example, 
something as simple as the-
movies offered by the student 
union. So far, this term, fve seen 
Straw Dogs, Bound for Glory, 
'Taxi Driver, Carrie, All the 
President's Men, Silent Movie, 
Cousin Cousine, and Rocky. The 
price: $1. Try to remember 
some of the movies at I.C. last 
term. 
How many of you wanted to be 
recreation, communication, 
physical therapy, or music maj-
ors and were told that there 
wasn't any room in the depart-
ment for you? Now you're stuck . 
being ·a psychology or sociology 
major. What kind of nonsense is 
that? You're paying over $5,000 
a year and the school won't let 
you take what you want? What's 
worse is that many_ of you put up 
with that crap instead of exert-
ing your rights or switching 
schools. I pity the passive. 
It's not my intent to merely 
.,,rompare the two schools. I 
simply want to point out that 
there is a better life outside bf 
J.C. ·There's an old cliche, 
"Ignorance is bliss." Don't Jet 
ignorance be your guide. Before 
spending another $5,200 a year 
(or has it gone up again?) for a 
view of Cayuga,.Lake, inailicured 
lawns, rent-a-flower, I urge you 
to see other schools and discover 
what they have to offer. You will 
We are furthermore disap-
pointed that some of the authors 
are representing the J.C. com-
munity in important positions 
such as Student Trustee, Secre-
tary of Student Congress, and 
Vice Chairman of Student Con-
gress. Due to their misr~presen-
tation of Mandy Oczkowski, we 
are forced to question the 
credibility of the remainder of 
the letter. It seems that those 
who desire to "create an envir-
I am writing in reference to an 
article which appeared in the 
November 10th edition of the 
Ithacan 'on the bottom right 
corner of the front page. The 
article concerns the arrest of two 
Ithaca College students, Mike 
Henry and George Bryant. The 
article (which was about three 
sentences long) · sounds like an 
AP wire service account released 
by the federal government. The 
article fails to explore the facts, 
or the alleged facts about two 
members of our community. As 
a result, the short account is not 
only inadequate but unfair to 
The fact that this is an 
unpleasant news item· does not 
mean that it can be panned by a , be amazed at the difference. 
. cursory report. The , It}lacan 
BUDWEISER, • KING OF BEERS._• ANHEUSER·BUSCH. INC • ST LOUIS 
WHEN DO JOURNALISM 
MAJORS 'SAY BUDWEISER®? 
., 
AWRlGHTl l'VE £OT 1WO BY-LINES 
AND A FRDNT PAGE FEA1VRE 
IN TODAYS PAPER! 
, 111-flNK I'll. ~SUZY, 
A!fAACTIVE" BRUNETTE, .21, 
AND SHARE= A P/TCflER 
- OFCDLD 8UD ,"OVER. AT~. 
.. R:>PULAA. CAMPUS 
HANGOUT,4!!! AND /V\AIN. 
• 
., 
Sincerely, · , 
Ralph Kaplan 
Physical Education 
University of Maryland 
*Ithacan· 
Attacked 
continued from page •S 
staff at one· time. However, a 
few former staff writers advised 
me against it; They iD;formed me. 
that when they submitted art-
icles, the staff would cut import-
·ant sentences and often misspell 
words that were originally -
spelled correctly. As a result, 
the paper made the writer look 
dumb in -the eyes of the college 
community. Then ~gain, I was 
informed that often the paper 
leaves out the writer's name 
·when priri_ting the article. 
I have written this article in 
hope, of spurring reform within , 
The Ithacan. The newspaper 
reflects negatively on Ithaca 
College. And the College is 
trying to upgrade its reputation. 
Let me. con~ude by saying, 
according to my experience, that 
more students would contribute 
to the paper if the· afore-
mentioned'problems dissolved. I 
understand that the staff needs 
more assistance, but the prob-
lems I -have dwelled on do not . 
keep ~\U'l'ing as a.result.(>£°!!~=·-
. s"'1C>~hand~ staff •. lf improve-" ·, 
. ~eni--~ould, ~e~._ I ·-hone~tly :·. 
believe,~hat more students would -: ,I ' 
--~ntribute,. ·At.the present time, { · . 
few people;.{those .attested. and ·.· 
potential-~ members)· wish-~ 1: . 
gain the\ abasement that ' has ' -
. become ·,._: characUrfstic of ne·.: 
•.~--·--:-.~- -:-_ \,~}r-·: -.· - . . ;:~ 
. j. 
. ,.;.,·; 
Sincerely, ·. · . 
. (;ordon Walsh' -· 
· · .:< :", .. ~-:Politics'· -c-
,.,, 
( 
,,·. .·1· .', ·\ 
Audialhgnetk:afflglr · 
Performance Tope · 
Is available at 
INTREPID 
Auburn, NY 
0 BRIAN'S APPLIANCE 
Auburn. NY 
HART. ELECTRONICS , 
Binghamton', NY 
-suPPED DISC-
Suny Binghamton, ~Y , 
SOUND SPOT 
_ Binghamton. NY 
CORTLAND COLLEGE BOOK 
STORE ' 
Cortland. NY " _ .. 
ELMIRA COLLEGE BOOK STORE' 
Elmira. NY 
,PENNY LANE · 
Elm1r~. NY' 
SOUTHERN TIER ELECTRONICS 
Horseheads. NY (Elmira) 
CAMELOT MUSIC 
Foyettev11fe, NY 
GRECO TV 
Futto_o, NY 
MIKES TAPE CENTER 
Fullon. NY 
COLGATE RECORD CO-OP 
Hamilton. NY 
ACTION AUDIO • .--
llhaca. NY 
BACH TO ROCt< 
llhaca. NY 
CORNELL CAMPUS STORE 
llhaca, NY 
ITHACA COLLEGE BOOK STORE 
llhaca. NY 
RECORD PEOPLE 
llhaca NY 
Ml. , SOUND CENTER 
Livt., pool. NY 
VALLEY STEREO . 
Norwich, NY 
ONEIDA RADIO SHACK 
Oneida. NY 
GENTILE MUSIC 
Oswego. NY 
GRECO TV 
Oswego. NY 
JIM S RADIO·& TV 
Oswego. NY 
PALMER RADIO & TV 
Oswego, NY 
RIDGE ELECTRONICS 
Pittsford, NY 
ROGERS RADIO 
Polsdam. NY 
. CLARK MUSIC 
Syracuse, NY 
GERBER MUSIC 
North Syracuse. NY 
GERBE.R MUSIC 
Shopp1ng1own DeW,tr 
(Syracuse). NY - · 
GERBER MUSIC 
Fairmount Fa,r (Syracuse) NY 
GORDON ELECTRONICS, INC. 
Syracuse, _NY _ 
MIKES SOUND CENTER 
Norltl Syracuse. NY 
RECORD THEATRE 
On the SU Hill 
SOUNDS GREAT 
Syracuse. NY 
SYRt,CUSl UNIVE.RSITY BOOK 
STORE. 
Syracuse. NY 
THE AUDIO THRESHOLD 
Syracuse, NY 
WALTS RE.CORDS 
Syracuse. 'NY 
SEIDEN SOUND 
Utica, NY 
VALLEY STEREO 
Herkimer (Utica), NY 
PAT'S RECORDS 
North Syracuse, NY. 
COLGATE UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
Ham11ton, NY 
CORNELL CAMPUS STORE 
1th1ca. NY 
HARRINGTON BROS 
Courtland, NY 
CENTRAL ELECTRONICS 
Utica. NY 
SPENO MUSIC 
Auburn. NY 
·LES VOLLMER RADIO AND TV 
-Central Square. ,NY 
;\w. ~ ~~ ~ 
:_-· 
1 C/,ung .ei 
AMERICAN & CHINESE 
;_. ·. · RESTAURANT 
124· CODDINGTON ROAD 
' ITHACA, N. Y, 148tJO 
T'Fi. 16071 273-1 234 
-.-1 BLOCK FROM 
- · ·CAMPlJS- · .,. 
I . -. ' 
' 
You can buy great sollll,ding, strong, dependable 60-minute tape for about $3. 
Or you can buy great sounding, strong, dependable 60- minute AudioMagnetics 
High Performance t~pe for under $2., . 
-· What's the difference? About a dollar. 
And that's the only _difference. Because the truth is, AudioMagnetics High 
Pe~ormance tape i~ made so well -that on most . - The same high quality and value 
e9wpment you won t_ be able to tell any . . : ~ is avail~ble in 45, 90, and 1~0 · . 
difference between. our tape and the ·. . · ~ mmute cassettes and m 
more expensive ·ones. 8-track cartridges 
As a matter of fact, if you can tell . ... .. · 
1 any difference at all just re.turn the -~\}1f··· .. -~ 
tape to where you bought 1t and they'll · .'·,. -<~~ 
refund your money. · · · :""~ 
So why pay for a difference you tan' t 
hear when you can buy AudioMagnetics 
High Performance cassettes or 
8-tracks and save some money. 
Enough money, as a matter of fact, 
tcfpay for half of your next . 
AudioMagnetics High Performance / 
tape. 
We !tl:larantee you can't tell the· ..... 
d_ifference. So why pay the differen · 
To find out more, write us at AudioMagnetics, 2602 Michelson Drive, P.O. Box B-G, Irvine, CA 92716. 
Or call toU free (800) 854-0131, in Cahfonua 1 (800) 432-7033. 
{( ~~~~~,:.~~~~~~~~~~i:,.,:..~i:,.it,.~)1,-~ ,_~)1,.~~~~~)1,.~ l} 
i final Exam Schedule . i 
~ l} 
{( EXAM TIME ~S 12/13 WED 12/14 - 'TJIR 12/15 FRI ~2/16 SAT 12/17 )} 
{(' ----+----t----:----+----t------+---- * 
: 9:00-11:00 8:00 MWF. 11:00 MWF 2:00 MWF 3:oO-MWF 4:00 M\.[f : 
~ ---4------+---+---J---~--- * 
{( 12: 30-2: 30 9: 00 MWF · SPECIAL 8: 00 TR SPEC[AL .11: 00 TR )} 
~ -----+-----t---~--~---+---- * {{ -- 'l} {( 3:30-5:30 ,12:30. T~ 2:00 TR 9,:30 TR 1:00 MWF · 3,:30 TR )} {( - / / * 
• {C . :, 7 : ~ ')-9: l'o SPECIAL io: 00 • MWF ~PECµ\L 12 : 00 MWR;_ SPECIAL )} 
,{(·' '- - ' t ·* 
-~~~'f-J1.'IJ/.~~~~~;Jt..J1..~~~:11-'f¥J/,. .. ~¥¥~-~~~-)1.~~~~~~~.~--
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*'Schloss . ,f~····g:r_f!~t cable -liook-
. ' ' 
'·-/., 
u_p 
continued from page 3 · 
take money away from other 
clubs or organizations. .My 
proposal indicated that most of 
the requested funds would come 
from anticipated games room 
revenues. -·· 
My explanation of awarding 
an honorary degree was mislead-
1 ng and confusing when I pre-
""nted it. An honorary degree is 
mstomarily not necessarily giv-
Pn to an outside speaker at 
gress), and Carol Cedarhotm· 
(Student Congress· Secretary), 
can falsely accuse . a fellow 
student leader of lying; manipu-
lation, and unethical conduct. 
They have succeeded· in under- - · 
mining the credibility of all 
student leaders on this campus. 
c\t· 
~-. 
:" 
' .. 
at 1-06· Cable·FM 
.. raduation. However, since the 
•!Pg-rec i:, a customary practice, 
wt' worked from tl)at assumption 
m attempting to plan this year's 
1!raduation. 
I have been accused of 
-knowing that Orson Wells would 
be shooting a movie in Spain at 
tlw time of graduation. In fact, 
this information was not availa· 
It seems appropriate that 
.. these people (and the remaining 
ones who signed · the letter) 
should rectify the current situa-
tion by; a) making the op~gatory 
apologies to all offended P8:ft1es 
and, b) by making sure th~ next . 
time they attack another student 
their accusations are at least· 
accurate and justified. 
Howard A.· Schloss 
Senior Class President 
AA··DIO-
,. . 
. IP Tll llOI SAYIIIGS (II IIISDU.ATllll 
. CALL 274-3435. 274-JJaO, CEJfTIQ 435 OR mo UNTIL ll:00 P.ft, 
_Posters seeli-on campus about cable {ooli-up. Related ~ry .· ori Page 1. 
hie to me until the Wednes1ay 
following the Congress meeting 
in question. I could hardly have 
been surpressing . information . 
under such circumstances. 
In light of the aforemention-
ed corrections, it seems that I. 
*Slocum Crusader Sa-ys Bon Voyag_~ 
have exonerated myself from the German literatnr-e and nnguis-
insidious remarks made in the tics. _ After graduation, she 
last issue of the Ithacan. The taught at the University of 
remarks were immensely dis- California at Urbine and the 
torted and magnified beyond University of Southern Califor-
their original truth. . nia: After which she returned to 
It is unfortunate that stu- Cornell to work at Day Hall 
dent leaders like Julia Stromsted Administration Building. · When 
(Senior Student Board of Trustee . asked how she got the j~bs of 
Member), Bill Richmond (Hist- foi;-eign study, she replied, "I 
ory Club President), Jeff Hallen- answered an ad in the news-
beck )Vice Chairperson of Con- paper". 
Alumnus Comedian· 
Anll--ounces Free Visit 
To the Editor: 
It isn't every day that an 
Ithaca College Alumnus takes 
the time and makes an effort to 
visit his alma mater (especially in 
the dead of winter)--and not just' 
to socialize, either! 
In my opinion, anyone who 
attempts to travel four long, 
gruelling hours through' . ice, 
snow and blizzardry just to 
spend a mere 45 minutes (give or 
take a few jokes) performing his 
heart out for friends and enemies 
alike, should be commended .(if 
not financially rewarded). 
It's times like these ·that 
prepare true men for ·life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of 
whatever makes one happy (i.e. 
sunbathing- with a duck). 
Mendaciously youl'S, 
Fred Raker 
Classof'7~ 
·~ -~-- -- -....-... 
., 
,;,,. . 
2 .,2 _.7 s Stalalca :Inn ·~IIMJCN"l ;I llldlUD1 .. cOINlll f,1111\D 
Fri. _and· Sato 
Tom· ·Gunderson 
·SUNDAYS 
\ MEXICAN FOOD BUFFET 3.95 
\ MONDAYS· 
TOP SIRLOIN STEAKS 3.85 
TUESDAYS.~ 
SHISH KABOBS · 3.85 
ALso· 
MON • TUE.-CLAM SPECIAL 
(9 • MIDNlGHTJ 1.25/dozen 
... . 
: "' • TONICS AND BLOODY MARvs·:· 
STILL'-ALWAVS .·.tsr--·,, 
. . .. -- . 
From October 10 through the Dear Editor, prove worthy-of everyday. 
24, Slocum, · went to London to The sunset of another sem- But now the semester is 
see· the facilities for the first ester is almost upon us. Once ending. This will be my last' 
time. She met informally 'with again it was a semester tnat communi_que .for some time be-
many of the students and attend- began with anticipation and high cause rm off to ·pursue my 
ed dinners in some of th~ir flats. > ideals. ·And o~ce agaif!. it is studies in Merry ole England for 
Ed Vincent; the London Center ending with numerous accomp- the next 6 months. While I'm 
Resident director, counsels and lishments. and pleasures .. But gone I'll hope my 2 major 
performs administrative chores. being a student isn't always fun assistants; David Satz and Pete 
He has to direct students as far and rewarding. There is work to Blanpied will carry on the 
as housing and academics. "I do, ·and work is being done. I . tradition of protecting students 
also met with at least half of the have tried in my, own way to · rights. From time to time you 
faculty. One special aspect about change peoples thinking, or at will also be hearing from my 
the London Center is the low least inform them of other ediquet advisor· Hank Streeter. 
student to teacher ratio, which is opinions. In the past I have tried Thanks for your past help and 
one to four. This intimate to remind fellow students of their good luck in the future. 
atmosphere is conducive to a constitutional rights which has · 
rewarding academic experi- earned me the nickname of Dilligent as always; 
ence." There are approxiniate~ "constitutional crusader." This Feldman 
26 fac~cy. members and- about is a name I cherish and try to 
110 students each semester. 
According to. Sloc1,1m, "we are 
looking. to expand -very, very 
carefully. We don't want to lose. 
the intimacy that is so special to 
our program." Ms. Slocum 
inenthiisiastic_ and intending sev-
·. eral personal touches of her own 
for the London Center of Itha,ca 
College. One such possibility of 
change would be raising the 
grade point average to 3.0 from 
2. 75. New ideas come up every . 
day and Ms. Slocum says she 
welcomes any input that is 
constructive. 
A Friend _In. Need 
Dear Editor: 
My name is Alan Winters. I am 
a former college student who met 
with misfortune and am present-
ly serving out a prison term. It 
would mean a beautiful day to 
hear- from any students who 
would like to help quell __ these 
lonely .feelings caused by these 
inimical surroundings. 
With all sincerity and without 
· pretentiousness I am reaching 
out my hand.for a mend. 
Alan Winters 
Wallkill C.F. 
BoxG 
Wallkill.NY 12589 
*Terraces 
continued from page 1 
4 to 6; 7, and 8. People going to 
Terraces 6, 7, or 8 from this area 
had to bypass by ~ay of Terrace 
5, second floor. 
The physical plant had - -
___________ ...,... __ ------------. started to fill in the hole but the -· 
~Talie-011 
SALE 
process was stifled by the 
weather. Further .work will be 
done in ·the. Spring or during a 
period of soli~ freeze. 
* Acclisations · 
-continuedjrom·page 9. 
prejucide in Congress rather 
than particular indi,viduals. But 
if issues are their concern 
they sho!11d 'have :written about-
the issues, not about me--espec-
ially .when.- the information is 
totally unsubstantiated and un-
true. . .. 
I am also incredulous that four 
of the seven people ·~were not at 
the .Congress meeting at which 
this-was discussed;_ . Evid~ntly,' 
although 'there are student lead-
. er.s among them, and although 
. they ~~ responsible_- f~ __ their.· 
actions, . they. -.-did _.not-see~ to 
I thi~ :it was. qfanyjreat coiicem .. 
i to either-defend their stand or 
1 acknowledge tbejr: inis~e: -
I I have. been distiredited~ em-
1 ·barrassed and ins'iii.ted •. Under 
' \ the circumst{lDces)~ feef'tbat-.:_I 
·. I am tbe_- nne, .. ~ho ·, deserves . an 
. 1-a~ol?gy·. '. . ~-::.'. ., ". 
·. · .: _·: -. · .. ·sm~rei~ · - · ..... -
....c.----------------------,.-,-;;,;,_·--·;1,-___ : __ ·.,- ··,:;·, .. _:·. ~~o~~wskf.' 
\,. __,.;--~· ' • _._ ! ' 
-~ ••••• ,., ,"'I",'\ ' ..... 
A Special Winter Pullout 
so crystal changes 
just like water does and 
soon virgin snow falls again 
like I fell once - a full moon, 
calls the mysterious and you, 
such a change, so crystal a change
9 
. '~- . : 
. ,, ~ .... , 
,,. ''..liilt., ' . 
. · .. ;.,;:t:~---·.;: 
Photo by 
a wayward head changes today 
but why, my relations to creation are 
tight. so tight that I have made me 
crystal a change, changes a wonder 
wonder about me. 
by Susan Westphalen 
a wretching muscle wrestles 
itself, but people wrestle people 
don't you see if you had me, we'd 
be a thousand and twelve "no, I have 
twenty five different sides to me" - no 
one rides me he implies. so 
crystal changes. just like water does 
and soon a full moon 
such a change so crystal a change. 
what one can fool one about 
is endless ways to be treated, 
what you don't realize is my eyes 
have power to make you visable 
to the one who has ridden for years 
ridden an electric energy 
that travels faster than night. 
the tides of available resources 
are infinite to my intelligence 
for I feel not tied to concrete or 
eve!) to this world or life. I'm 
free to go/so 
Bruce 
·. ~-.< ,,, ·\ . 
. ' .. ·" -.... -. 
Moros!)hk 
( 
crystal a change from you 
to her, she doesn't see the 
way you are really and 
I do,i't know why I am 
but I am more than one too. 
,._I 
.. ,; . 
,,. 
' I 
Wintll1' Jru.llJfuli; ~'8Cil~iipage:2r,1 ·;:· 
l,C. U~tenlng Poll · Crazy Designer .. Rado & TY/Buchmann Selected. for WICB-TV 
bv Bob Buchmann 
In an independent 8UMJey 
conducted by'l'be Ithacan last 
week, 160 Ithaca CoUege stu-
dents were questioned as to their 
local listening and viewing hab-
its. This teleph011,8 coincidental 
survey employed the Delta Kap-
pa Directory in the random 
selection of students to be polled. 
With approximately 4 penent of 
the I. C. student popv.lation sur-
veyed, the figures listed below 
are intended to show general 
f rends in media. 
"As an Ithaca ~liege Student ... 
1) ••• to what radio station or 
stations do you listen?" 
82.5 percent mentioned 
*WICB-FM (92 FM) 
38. 75 percent mentioned -
0 WVBR-RM (93FM) 
23. 75 percent mentioned -
*WTKO-AM (1470AM) 
6.25 percent mentioned-
•wtcB-AM (610AM) 
(Total · of percentages not 
equal to 100 percent by nature of 
question asked.) 
''=--kers and mualclans from the 
~~mbw 
vn.118S ra 
2) ... to which of the stations 
you've mentioned do you listen 
most often?" 
70.0 percent WICB-FM 
12.5 per cent WVBR-FM 
7 .6 percent WTKO-AM 
7 .6 percent WICB-FM and 
WVBlt-FM equally M eersse\ wtCB-AM 
percent 
3) ••• Why did you choose that 
station as your favorite?" 
On WICB-FM, people rank-
ed music selection first, its 
non-commercial nature second, 
and the morning timeslot third. 
On WVBR-FM, selection of 
music was also first, and second 
was its position in the market to 
serve as a music alternative to 
WICB-FM's daytime educational 
programs. 
On WTKO-AM, the ability 
to receive the station in cars was 
first, seconded in number by 
frequent news and weather 
breaks. 
On WICB-AM, personality-
oriented disc jockies was found 
to be a principle reason for 
tuning the station in. 
present a joint concert of dance and musk: 
Bruce Lieberman conductor 
ROUSSEL TrioforFlute, 
Viola and Vloloncello(Op.40) 
MOZART Quintet for Clarlnet 
and Strings In A Major (1(.581) 
RACHMANINOFF Vocallue 
{arranged for double quintet 
andsolovlolln) 
BRUCE LIEBERMAN 
Surfaclng(anortglnal wort() 
TheSlntnd 
Theatre 310STATEST.,ITHACA,N.V. 
=::,:, 9:15pm 
TICKETS t4. 13. ,2. Rat.lmod Soattng 
Boa Office 272 7174 
~-Saturday flam· 6pm 
Pmt1ESr fund::ld t,rgrontGffDm ·HYSCA·anc1 ·Meet tbeCompcca• 
4).:.What type ofradio station do 
you listen to most regularly at 
home?" 
Over 60 percent listen to 
ADJum-Oriented Foc:k stations 
Second in popularity are Top 
Forty stations, followed by Soft. 
Hoek and Diversely programmed 
stations. 
5) ••. do you watch WICB-TV6and 
/or 13 (either in scattered spurts 
or on a regular basis)T' 
57.5 percent answered "yea" 
N~wscene is the program 
that was recalled by viewers 
most. 
Ithaca College Bombers · 
Football broadcasts and The 
Nothing Special were mentioned . 
second in number, with Panor-
ama and How Could You Forget 
third. 
Photo by Barbara Gaines 
It was interesting to find 
that over 35 percent of those 
asked, "what station do you 
listen most often?" were nof 
certain until checking their radio 
dial and returning to the tele-
phone to answer. This is to be 
expected, since radio, unlike 
television, is a secondary med- · 
ium. Radio is backround music, , 
or a couple of news stories, or a 
time-checker, or a couple of news 
stories, or a time-checker, or a 
weather update source. Very 
few people today sit in front of 
the radio and listen as they 
would sit in front of the televi-
sion anti watch. The purposes of 
both radio and television are 
different, yet both are equally 
unique and influential. 
Winner of the WICB-TV tee· the new shirts. Barbara is a 
shirt design and logo contest is junior P.T. major at I.C. and 
Barbara Dawson. Barbara's logo would love to be a television 
of"Tune us in, we'll turn you on" producer. WICB-TV tee shirts 
and her design, was picked out of can be bought in the Hanna 
many entries to be the design on Broadcast Center on Campus. 
Now, your favorite pla'lt shop. 
wants to become your favorite florist 
Tim. 154 Ithaca ~ommons • 273-7231 
PLANTATION 
Amaryllis, paper 
whites, other 
bulbs for forcing. 
You can phone your order ;;.d.charge i.t '." 
~ J 
WINNEROF4 
ACADEMYAIAHDS! 
! 
INCLUDING 
BES~;"&ssrDVAND 
THE SUNDANCE ·KID 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
DECEMBER 9 ·& iO 
7:00p.m. & 9:30p.~. 
·Textor .102 $1.00 admission 
-presented by SAB-
Community 
Needs 
GffiL SCOUT NEED: Assistant 
leaders for groups of 4th through 
6th graders on East Hill and . 
South Hill, and for a group of 7th 
through 9th graders on East Hill. 
Times can be late afternoon or 
evening of any day. 
ITHACA HIGH SCHOOL 
NEEDS: A volunteer math tutor 
to help a student with Elemen-
tary Algebra. Times could be 
. any weekday morning, once or 
twice a week, and the help 
needed would be short-term. 
NEW INFORMATION AND 
REFERRAL FOR THE VISU-
ALLY HANDICAPPED-NEEDS 
A volunteer assistant to the blind 
director to help with research; 
reading and occasional transpor-
tation. Mileage reimbursement 
will be provided. Times for 
service can be any two or three 
weekday mornings. 
HEALTH DEPT. NEEDS: A 
volunteer to do some minor 
sewing work on 'nurses' aprons, 
attaching tapes to each. This 
might be undertaken by a small 
group as a service project· of shor 
duration. 
These are but a few of niany calls 
for volunteers. If you have time 
now, plan to be around during 
the intersession or can see some 
time available in your.' schedule 
for next semester, please call the 
Voluntary Action Center. The 
number is 272-9411 and we're 
open Monday'·tl~rough Saturday 
from 9 am to 1 pm. On ~pus~ 
call the Office of Community 
Service, 274-3311, from-9 arii,,to 
5pm on Tti~ay or ~ursday •. 
' - r • 
Christmas Ficks 
.. C- Movies/Bobbin 
' 
by Jay Bobbin Hollywood in the 1920's and is current hit "How Deep is Your 
At this wonderful time of the soon immortalizd on screen as Love"). 
year, not only do we get a The World's Greatest Lover. Since ·the holidays are as much 
"winter. wonderland," but we (Get the significance of "Rudy for the younger kids as they are 
also get a movie wonderland. Valentine'_' now? Ahem ... ) Bfgb for us, let's not forget them. The 
Other than the beginning of Anxiety will be opening for Walt .Disney Studios haven't, as 
summer, this is the choice month Christmas in selected major Pete'sDregoo shows. It's a 
of the year to release new cities, while The World's Great· fanciful tale involving a light-
ftlms-just in time to attract . est Lover will be everywhere house keeper (Mickey Rooney), 
holiday crowds. l..·ast 1except Podunk, Ohio. his daughter (Helen Reddy), a 
year, the chief prospects were : Burt Reynolds and Kris Krist- · little boy (Sean Marshall), and 
Streisand and a mechanical ape; 'offerson team up for humor in Elliott ... a 40-foot-high animated 
the menu is somewhat more . the line of football in Semi - dragon. Of course, there's a 
diverse this Christmas. '.l'ough, adapted from the rowdy battle between good and evil, 
Many of these movies will be DanJenkins novel.Director Mich- with the bad guys represented 
wherever you are, but if you ael Ritchie has also managed to by Shelley Winters, Red Buttons 
happen to be in Ithaca for the · make it into a parody of self-help (a bad guy for a change?) and Jim 
holidays, you'll be happy to know programs (such as est). Jill Dale. It's easy to point at 
that some of the top offerings Clayburgh is the romantic inter- something like this 
have been booked at the local est, with Robert-Preston as her and laugh; we college students 
theatres. On with the list.... rich daddy who owns the team are too sophisticated for a Disney 
The film getting the most Reynolds and Kristofferson play movie. right? Well, 10-to-1 I'll be 
attention right now is Close for. Semi-Tough is one of the taking my little sister Sari to 
Encounters of the Third Kind, few movies produced by Broad- see it over vacation. Some 
written and directed by Steven way entrepreneur David Mer- movies don't live up to their 
Spielberg (the young talent who rick. expectation, but the films from 
made us jump at Jaws). Based The Choirboys, another police the Disney folks are never a 
on actual reports, it's about a saga authored by ex-cop Joseph letdown ... quite a statement to 
visit t~ earth and man's Wambaugh, is a "dark" comedy make. Besides, you know me-I'll 
first physic~ contact with aliens. in the same vein as Semi-Tough. see anything except Pink Flam· 
Richard Dreyfuss plays a repair- The stars are a troups of familiar ingos. 
man who is the story's catalyst, character actors led by Charles So there you have them. It 
but many say that it's five - year Durning; best-known as the truly seems to be a "something -
· - old Cary Guffey who walks buffonish cop Snyder in The for - everyone" selection. I have 
away with the picture. Famed Sting. The Choirboys is yet every intention , of seeing as 
director Francois Truftaut niakes another in the series of "macho" many as possib1e to gove me 
his acting debut as an interna- movies from director Robert enough fuel to start off next 
tional scientist. Apparently, the I Aldrich. . semester's columns. By the way, 
last 35. minutes-which presents John Travolta, who has proven S.A3. Film Committee Chairman 
the actual "encounter" between that teenagers will swoon over Bob Lieberman is promising an 
earthmen and visitors-is so rivet- anyone as long as they're played exciting new season of flicks in 
ing that the concession stand up on T.V., has his first Textor 102. There is obviously 
might as well close. Dreyfuss also full-fledged starring role in Sat- much to look forward to in the 
stars in Neil Simon's newest urday Night Fever. He plays a way of movies, so why not work 
comedy, The Goodbye Girl. He's disco kingpin who gets ready to a few into your vacation? Even if 
an aspiring actor who becomes enter a giant dance contest with you don't, enjoy your break 
the flatma t, of a divorcee (Mar- a much more sophisticated young anyway. 
sha Mason, Mrs. Neil Simon) and woman (Karen Gorney). The I wish to close with this New 
her precocious 10 y~ar-old soundtrack alone will keep you in Year's resolution: no matter how 
daughter (Quinn Cummings). Th(· beat with the film, what with the many people threaten to lynch 
man and the woman have both sounds ofT<C and the Sunshine me, I will not change my stand o 
just suffered further romantic Band, Yvonne Ellman, Tavares Oh, God! Period! 
breakups, but this probably and the Bee Gees (including their 
won't deter a new relationship 
between them, if Simon and 
director Herbert Ross hold true 
to form. 
Ross is also the guiding force 
behind an acclaimed new drama, 
The Turning Point. Set in the 
world of ballet, it focuses on two 
middle-aged women who were 
classmates in dance school. 
Anne Bancroft is a ballerina on 
the verge of retirement, and 
Shirley MacLaine is her friend 
who sacrificed a career to be a 
housewife and mother. Conflict 
arises between the two ladies, 
with MacLaine's ballet-prone 
daughter (Leslie Browne) at the 
center of it. The film features 
members of the Royal · Ballet 
Company. 
Two all-American rocks of 
masculinity are back in new 
thrillers. Clint Eastwood is a cop 
trying to get a key witness-a 
prostitute (Sondra Locke) -to a 
trial in one piece in The Gauntlet. 
Both cops and mobsters are on 
their tail, and the plentiful action 
is guaranteed to be in the 
traditional Eastwood style (he 
also directed it). 
: "All-American" Charles Bronson 
is actually a Russian KGB agent 
· in Telefon, the first film in quite 
a while from renowned action 
director Don Siegel. Bronson's 
mission is· 'lo nab a · saboteur 
(Donald Pleasence) whose 
terrorism· could ignite World 
War m. Lee Remick appears as 
Bronson's American contact 
(who ·could well be a double 
agent).'· 
Lest · we leave · ou.t more 
comedy; both Mel Brooks and 
Gene · Wilder are coming back 
with new rolling-in-the-aisles hil-
arity. The Brooks project is 
High · Anxiety, a spoof on the 
films of Alfred Hitchcock. Neecl 
more be said? Wilder· is Rudy 
V.alenti~e. a fellow who goes to 
If you want a career In 
tv 
film 
advertising 
writing for media 
public relations 
instructio'nal technology 
!Earn a Master of Arts 
in Communication Arts 
at New York Tech ••• 
A 32-fredit, professionally oriented graduate pro-
gram in communications features extensive hands 
on experience as well as theory. All undergraduate 
- majors may apply. Full time and part time study. 
Convenient Long Island and Manhattan locations. 
Tuition is $70 per graduate credit. Fellowships, as-
sistantships, and externships for those who qualify. 
New York Institute 
.of Technology , 
,,. 
Call (516) 686•7778/~ 
or send this coupon: 
I · NewYorklnstJtuteof'lbchnology 
I Dr. Adrienne O'ijrien. OldWestbury, N. V. 11568 
f · Send information ~n NYIT graduate CA program 
R 
I : Name ________________ _ 
I :,Address ___ -'-------------
I 
.. I 
I 
. I 
) I ·. City _____________ State __ _ 
-::_'ZlpCode ' ,. · . Phone( ) · I L~---~---~-------~~J ,,. 
Holiday Concert at ~mCa 
Singing, dancing and jubilation 
will be in order as Ithaca College 
ushers in the holiday season with 
a gala Christmas Concert on 
December 11 featuring the Brass 
and Trombone choirs directed by 
Charles Dalkert, the Madrigal 
Singers and Women's Chorale 
conducted by James E. Porter-
field Jr., the Concert Choir and 
Chorus directed by Vito E. 
Mason, L'Ensemble Plastique 
Anime (a dance troupe) choreo-
graphed by John R. Stevenson 
and a premiere performance of 
"Hodie Christus Natus Est" by 
Malcolm Lewis, a · distinguished 
composer and member of the 
College's School of Music faculty~ 
The Iree, open concert will 
begin at 8:15pm with carols of 
greeting by the Madrigal Singers 
in the lobby of Ford Hall 
Auditorium. Members of the 
Raker Returns 
audience will be invited to sing · 
many of the traditional carols 
with the performing groups 
throughout the program. 
L'Ensemble Plastique Anime, 
12 dancers from the class of 
Stevenson in Dalcroze Eurbyth- · 
mies, will perform Francis. Poul-
enc's.- "Litanies a La Vierge 
Noire" with the Women's Chor-
ale. The choreography displays 
an art form created by Swiss 
composer, conductor, pianist and 
educator Emile Jaques-Dalcroze 
in the mid-1800's. 
Lewis, an associate professot 
of music theory, including vocal 
and instrumental solos and en-
semble pieces. He won an award 
at the University of Georgia's 
Brass Symposium Competition in 
1970 for "Music for Brass Quintet 
and Piano" and in 1971 for "Two 
Contrasting Studies for Eight 
Brass." 
Comic Grad to !:Perform 
Comedian, Fred Raker, a 
1976 graduate at Ithaca College, 
will return to campus to appear 
at the Crossroads Friday Dec-
ember 9 at 9:00 pm. · Since 
leaving I.C., Raker has been 
doing comedy acts in New York 
City at nightclubs including the 
Comic Strip. While a senior at 
Ithaca College he hosted a 
-successful Night Club evening 
sponsored by the Crossroads 
Committee .. 
Also performing that even-
ing with Raker will be Vicki 
Genfan, an Ithaca College music 
student majoring in guitar. Vicki 
plays popular folk music and has 
written original compositions. 
Much of her music was composed 
for the Transcendental Medita-
tion movement. While traveling 
out West this summer she played 
in San Francisco as well as cities 
in Kansas, Colorado, and Texas. 
Next semester she will be 
playing engagements at the 
Cornell coffeehouses. 
SJ1~tt'1, shirr, panrs, 11nd 
.Hjt Boots for men. Fo,: . 
11fufielf orso,neont close, i'u,t 
-Ysfe of !f ou on the Commons.. 
Fae Gift ~tappl"fl.l 
,.,,. ·.·, 
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Wint•Band 
to do ''Greenroom'' Concert_ Tonight_-
Rock/Pop 
Concert 
Schedule 
"Amah) and the Night Visi~rs·· 
by Gian-Carlo .Menotti win be 
pre~ented by_ r.iembers of the 
Ithaca College Opera Workshop 
at 4:15pm and 8:15pm in the 
Arena Theatre of the Dillingham 
Center for the Performing Arts 
tonight and tomorrow, Decem-
ber 8 & 9. 
The "Greenroom production." 
directed by Associate Professor 
of Drama-Speech Earl McCarroll 
and Assistant Professor of Music 
Scharmal Schrock, wilJ be free 
and open to the public. 
"Amahl and the Night. Visi-
tors" is a simple tale of a crippled 
boy and his mother who live in 
poverty among the shepherds. 
On one magic night, three kings 
who are on their way to pay 
homage to the newborn Christ 
Child in Bethlehem, stop at the 
bare hut where Amahl and 
his mother reside. 
The mother envies the sp)en-
did gifts being taken to the Members of the' Ithaca Brass Linn, will play ;,Sixty -Miles DECEMBER 
8 Harry Chapin-Cornell Univer-
sity . 
9 Billy Joel-Syracuse Was 
Memorial 
9 Nektar, Lake, City boy-Buf-
falo 
19 Kansas-Rochester War Mem-
orial 
Christ Child and in the early Quintet will join the Symphonic Young" by Chuch Mangione. 
dawn hours, she steals _the gold· Band for a winter concert at 8:15 ~ .. Sixty Miles Young" is a j~ 
and is caught. The kings explain pm tonight in Ford Hall Auditor- · piece recorded by Mangiope on 
that· the child they seek will · ium on· the Ithaca College cam- his "Together" album with the 
bring new light and peace into pus. Rochester Philharmonic Orches-
the world. She repents, returns .. The Band, directed by As- tra. The Ithaca Brll58 Quintet 
the gold and in a gesture of sociate Professor of Music Jack commissioned the work for brass 
innocent generosity, Amahl of- A. Bullock, will open its concert quintet and concert band from 
fers his crutch as a gift to the with "The Music-Makers" by Mangione in 1970 and; at that 
child. Amahl is miraculously Alfred Reed, a composer -who time, performed it with the 
cured of his lameness and is visited Ithaca College this fall for Ithaca College Concert Band and JANUARY 
allowed to follow the kings ·to a premiere performance of his the United States Air Force 
Bethlehem to give thanks to the work "Othello." Band in Washington, D.C. 
Christ Child. The concert will include the The Brass Quintet has just 
The one-act opera presents all music of Percy Grainger, Gustav returned from a week-Jong tour 
the traditional elements of grand .Holst, Elliot DelBorgo, Robert of the midwestern states where 
opera--arias, duets,_ trios, quart- Jager and.Henry Fillmore. The the group gave clinics and 
ets, chorus and dancers. The Brass Quintet, comprised of concerts at colleges and universi-
Ithaca College production will be trumpet players James Ode and ties. 
presented by members of an James Hynes, trombone player The program will be free 
opera workshop for their sem- Charles DaJkert, hornist John and open to the public. 
ester project. Covert and tuba player James 
_Graduate. st~dent John French G C Mus·1c s--·c1en·--
w11l be pianist for the four Ila a ,... 1td» 
2 Earth, Wind and Fire-Buffalo 
25 Kiss-Buffalo 
30 Emerson, Lake and Palmer -
Cornell University 
Holiday 
Display 
at 
performances. to Celebrate ·1n Hub 
·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·, 
· C.U. Museum· 
I 
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STUDENTS YYi 00 1 I 
Red Wing Shoes·. i 
Woolrich Chamois Shirts i 
10 0/o discount 
( with student I.D. card ) 
Thru December 24 
115 The Commons 
273-6010 
Seven music students from Itha-
ca College will ring in the New 
Year in Boston's City Commons 
with outstanding artists from all 
over the country. 
They are members of L 'En-
semble PJastique Anime, a dance 
group directed by Assistant 
Professor of Music John R. 
Stevenson. 
A handful of performing 
groups were invited by the City 
of Boston to take part in a gala 
New Year's Eve celebration 
expected to draw 100,000 people 
to downtown Boston for the 
simultaneous performances. 
The dancers will perform 
Haydn's ''Ten Commandm~nts" 
with the Haydn and Handel 
Society Chorus under the direc-
tion of Thomas Dunn~ who was a 
visiting professor of choral music 
at Ithaca College during the 
1976-77 academic year. 
-·-·-·-·--.... ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
Stevenson, an official repre- · 
sentative of the Dalcroze Eurhy-
thmics Method choreo-
Enjoy a 16 oz. 
serving ()f Coca-Cola. 
and get a glass:-® 
• 
AvailableAtSNLlfJ{ JIJlll 
' . Get your glasses now, supply limited. 
59,S 
:'. , . . ;iAmorican GreeUngs Corlllll'allon · Holly Hobble® . 
- :' -~-anci "Calie"-Ng!ntl9Clll'DdH-1mw,lllcll~lhe-Pf'C)ductofThe~ ColnJ*IY •. 
graphed the work following the Hanukkah Jamps from differ-
art form developed by Swiss ent countries and centuries are 
composser, cooduetor, pianist on display at the Herbert F. 
and educator Emile Jaques-Dal- Johnson Museum of Art through 
~r~ievenson initiated .and now. December 23. . This exhibition -
teaches courses in the method on comprises teh laIQps selected 
the freshman and senior levels in from the private collection o!. 
Morris Traub, Cornell class of 
addition to directing L 'Ensemble l932. They range .in style from a, 
PJastique Anime and giving simple Roman oil lamp to an 
demonstrations and workshops elaborate lamp from 16th cen-
at numerous colleges and univer- tui'y Italy. 
sities each year. Two b · t be dist' 
S. h ~ d as1c ypes can m-
. mce t. e group y,as ,orme guished. One is the "bench 
ID 1976, it has gwen many type," more often used in the 
performances on the College . h T h . . 1 
'th th M d · al s· ome. he ot er ongmated for 
campus WJ e a ng mg- · th - d · 
d. ct d b .. _ · t Prof use ID e synagogue an 18 ers ire e y .t1:>SOC1a e es- · b d h h fth T 1 
f M · J E p rt ase on t e s ape o e emp e sor o us1c ames . o er- Menorah 
field _Jr. an_d enjoyed tremen- Hanukkah, or the Festival of 
dous popularity. Li ht t - th M b r-th · g s, commemora es e over-
. em ers 0• e ~oup are throw of a Syrian ruler of the 
sem?r J~ffry ~1smoski_, a vocal Greek Empire in 165 B.C. b 
music education maJor from - J d h b - - .. Y CJmto' -NY ,-M ··'-DiF b' -· · - u a the Maeca ee. According 
_n, · :• an~ . a ion, 8 tolegend, theJewsfound.acruse-
vocal education maJor _from Au- of oil sufficient to last one day, 
burn, N.Y. fresh~an Leo ~c- but the )amp burned for eight 
Dermott, a music education da s Th' · cl b th 
· fr H · h d y Y • 1s mira e ecrune e 
maJor om orse ea s, N. .; b<>ci·s ~ th · ht. d 1 ,.. J · Rob S · al d ..,,1 ,or e e1g · ay ce eura-
um?r . ert . crim e, an tion of Hanukkah, which faJls this .. 
applied piano maJor from 8?Jvay; year on December 5th (the 25th 
~N.Y.; fresh~an James Spillane, day of Kislev -on the Hebrew 
a vocal maJor from Jysbc, Ct., cal nd ) 
Mary Lou Wiltburger, a master e ar · 
f ·c d t· d"d t Museum hours are Tuesday o mus1 e uca 100 can I a e 
from Buffalo N. y. and Robin through Saturday, 10am to 5pm, 
. . ' . . Sunday 11am to 5pm, W ednes-
- Vedy, a seruor music maJor from d · til 9p Avon, Ct. ay evenings open~ m. 
('hinese · Amerfr·an Food 
118 W.. State Street 272-7350 
' ·-
MAYER'S-
SMOKE SHO-P 
-Foot Of Aurora Street Hill 
All Smoker's Supplies _ .~
Paperpound B9oks . 
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·Kuumba·.Show••• · · -- A - · · .. & J 1• I U d ·taaentecfPerformer& · . OffleG U 18. _ n erway 
by .Gina Borne 
On Friday· and Saturday 
evening, Kuumba Reperatory 
Company put on ari original 
production called "A Shattered 
Leaf ~ Hard To Find." The 
production included music, po-
etry. and dance performed by 
the predominantly black com-
pany. 
The "star" of the show 
proved to be Theolopilus Nix, a 
junior music major •. Nix narrat-
ed and sang throughout the. 
entire show, read poetry. and 
danced wonderfully. The proof· 
of Nix's talent came undoubtedly . 
in ~he fourth act of the show 
when he performed two tap 
dances called "Too Close For 
Comfort" and "All Of You". Nix 
moved with such grace and 
swiftness that it was hard to 
believe that he was just begin-
ning a career. The audience 
went wild, giving Nix a five 
minute standing ovation. 
· The show was divided into 
chapters of life, much of which 
was focused on the black man. 
The first chapter began in Africa 
and included the black rebellion 
against the missionaries who 
tried to impose Christianity on a 
non-Christian people. Also in-
. . 
eluded in the African .scene was a 
1Uperb dance number performed 
by the entire company. Tlte 
dance was one ·of African origin 
and it followed a song called "I 
Do Not Know The Dances Of 
White People." 
The second chapter began 
with the slave boat and included . 
a· fantastic· mime of a slave 
auction •. Following the auction, . 
Freshman Cheryl- Adams. did a 
beautiful rendition of '"Mother-
less Child" and "Summertime." 
During this act, Nix returned to 
play a preacher who was more 
humorous than religious. Again, 
the . audience responded with 
cheers and applause. 
In the third chapter, the 
audience was brought into the 
recent past. Included in this 
scene were songs from RaJsln 
and Grease and views of W o-
men's Lib and the Civil Rights 
Movement. Again, Nix appeared 
this time in a performance of a 
Minstrel Show. He was complete 
with black-face. 
The last chapter included a 
myriad of poems and songs as 
well as Nix's tap dance. 
Kumba plans to produce 
another show next · semester, 
oriented towards 'black heritage. 
Hoaeies In 3 Sizes 
Groceries 
Cold Beer & Soda 
Homemade Salads 
········~······························ MOli·Fri 9AM·10PM 
FREE DELIVERY 
H&H 
Sun 9AM;.SPM 
212-1592 
WINES AND·LIQl,IORS: 
YOUR· HOME AWAY FROM:-HOME 
WITH FRIENDLY SERVICE 
CLOSEST LIQVOR,STORE 
TO I.C. CAMPUS -
. 218 ON THE COMMONS:· 
/ 
DELIYEllS. . 272~21il-
:,., 
Whirling tempests of love and·, innumerable repeat perform-
hate1 ani:I some of the world's ·ances in those days ohepertory, 
. most beautiful. poetry show and by the three printed quartos, 
Shakespear's genius at its height or single editions, of the play 
in ROMEO AND JULIET. The which followed. It continued to 
immortal tale' of star-crossed hold the boards until the closing 
lovers·will transform the stage of of all theatres in 1642 by the 
the Willard Straight Theatre at Puritans, and was OD ·of the first 
Cornell for performances on to be revived when the play-
December 9,10,16 and 17. There houses opened again in the 
will be performanees at 8:15 pm Restoration period. 
OD all of those evenings, with a Shakespeare placed the action 
special matinee scheduled Satur- of his romantic tragedy in 
day December 10, at 2:15pm. Verona in the fourteenth cen-
Wben the director fell ill, tury. The plot is pure fiction, not 
ROMEO AND JULIET had to be historically based as many of his 
postponed from its original Nov- plays ate. Romeo and Juliet 
ember dates in the Strand were minor aristocracy, and 
____ tre. The new dates con- their only political significance 
flicted with bookings in the was a role in the civic disturb-
Strand, so the Cornell University ance of a small city-state. To 
Theatre found it necessary to choose such folk for tragic heroes 
redesign and rebuild the set for was aesthetically well-nigh an 
the smaller stage of the Willard anarchist's gesture, in Shakes-
Straight Theatre and bring it peare's time. In his programme • 
back to campus. All of the effort prologue for early productions, 
that has gone into making the the playwright draws special 
production .a memorable play- attention to two features of his 
going experience for patrons, story: first, Verona was being 
however, is unchanged. torn by a terrible, bloodthirsty 
Tickets may be purchased in feud which no human endeavor 
advance at the Willard Straight had been able to settle, a feud 
Theatre Box Office, lower floor. that was the direct cause of the 
· Bolf Office hours are 3-6:00, death of the lovers, and but for 
Monday-Friday. Call 256-5165 those deaths it would never have 
during those hours to reserve been healed; second, the course 
seats. School groups are invited of the young lovers' lives is from 
the outset governed by a malig-
nant destiny--they are doomed to 
piteous destruction. . 
Seldom in stage history has so 
much teeming action been 
packed into the telling of a 
tender love story as in this tale of 
the squabbling families whose 
antagonisms are resolved only 
with the death of a son and. 
daughter from eacb house. 
Adventure follows adventure -as 
it recounts the sudden love of 
Romeo and Juliet (unhappily 
betrothed to another), their 
secret marriage, Romeo's ban-
ishment for killing Juliet's cou-
sin, and the tragic tryst at 
Juliet's tomb less than a week 
after their meeting. · 
Richard Shank directs, taking 
over for St~phen Cole. Dean 
Tschetter has designed the set-
tings, with lighting designed by 
Bob McCiintock. Costumes are 
by Patrice Alexander. Tim 
'Choate and Amy Williams ap-
pear as the young lovers. Chris 
Paul and Barbara Fauntleroy are 
seen as Lord and Lady Capulet, 
with Lord and Lady Montague 
palyed by David Isakowitz and 
Laura Schultz. Bill liwne is seen 
as Friar John, with Mark Boyan 
--seen as Tybalt. Christopher 
Wilson plays Mercutio. Harriet 
Winkelman is seen as the Nurse. 
- to take advantage of special ,---------------------... 
group rates for performances by 
calling the above number. 
Theatre ,parties are also wel-
comed. 
First written and produced 
about 1593, ROMEO AND 
JULIET was an immediate suc-
cess; w~ know this because of the 
FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT 
the iron shop 
the commons 272-51011 
$1.5 o to$ 2.5 
for. all sterlino_ s11t1er earrings 
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-\Women. C)&9il'S'Have 
· · .. · · · · ·· · .. · · · TIIIEtflt, Experience 
Keriy~n To Help 
Coach Cagers 
'·. 
What the i.977,78 Ithaca welf with both hands. fastest player on the team ... Dee Doug Kenyon rejoins his alma 
College women's baske_tball may· )'Faith (Cooper) has extra- Deee could play for anybody." mater for the 1977-78 basketball 
lack in size, they more than make· ordinary jumping ability~ and Mayes, a 5-6 guard, has·:· season after graduating in 1970 
up for in talen'and experience. experience at center." attended numerous national bas- with a bachelor's degree in 
__ li'our of five starters return The lack of a-big center has ketball ·camps and clinics, and physical education. The War-
from last· year's 4-6 squad, been a problem for the Bombers has been invited to join the Pat rensburg, N.Y. native has been a 
ini:luding top scorers Dee Dee · over ihe past few years, as they ·Kennedy Invitational Basketball basketball coach at Hudson Falls 
Mayes and - Lisa B~er, and continually face teams with star Camp which will tour the country High School in Glens Falls, N. Y. 
defensive .standout Cyn(Jy Mer- players of six feet or inore. ·The next summer. for the past sev.en years, and is 
)au, .the team's third leading three newcomers, plus 6-0 fresh- Mayes' backcourt partner, currently on a one-year sabbat-
scorer. .. man Judy Watkins and 5-8 co-captain Cyndy Merlau, should ical to pursue his master's degree 
-- . ~-"Will defmitely have .. a freshman Mary Ellen Champlin, be a big contributor this year. at Ithaca College. 
'much stronger team this year · should help the Bombers to be She's a tough defensive player Kenyon's basketball teams 
than last," said third year coach competitive under the boards · and a ~trong rebounder who can have compiled an 86-47 overall 
Mary Connelly, "We have the this.season. put the ball up in traffic. She mark at Hudson Falls, with his 
.experience now: Even the The Bombers' offensive also "has the highest vertical varsity teams showing a 46-33 
freshmen are experienced." thrust will be provided once jump on the team," said Connel- mark over a four-year period' . 
. Connelly was referring to again by_ co-captain Dee Dee ly. Undoubtedly her experience He has also been an assistant 
· her three top· freshmeo recruits, Mayes, perhaps the best woman on the volleyball team is a football coach for Jive years, .and 
' all wi.th four year varsity ball in athlete ever to attend Ithaca positive factQr. is currently J. V. soccer coach at 
"'high' school_,and all seasonal College. The senior from Keene, The Bombers will also count Hudson Falls. . 
tournament players. Kim Chen- NH has been co-captain and heavily on Lisa Boyer, a prolific As an Ithaca College under-
ey, Faith Colter and Tammy . leading scorer on the field hocker scorer who averaged 10 points a· graduate, Kenyon played la-
- Palmer all have good size (5-9 to team for the past two seasons, game last year and once scored crosse for two years and baseball 
·s-IO( range, t;tfength and quick- leading hitter on the women's 25 in on·e contest as a freshman. and soccer for one. He was also a 
- ness; and all three have a good softball team, and is now .co- "She works very well with Dee member of Phi Epsilon Kappa 
shot at cracking the ·starting captain of the basketball team for Dee," noted Connelly, "and she's fraternity. 
lineup.. the second straight year. She consistent offensively." One of Kenyon's star pupils 
. "Without a doubt, some of averaged 15 points a game last "She also gets a majority of at Hudson Falls was Joe Casey, 
our freshmen will be starting." year and guided the team as its the rebounds.. ag:tinst people· who led the Bombers jn both 
confirmed Connelly. "They're playmaker. much taller. She rebounds on scoring (20.2) and rebounding 
bigger (than most) and very "She (mayes) does every- sheer determination and posi- (7.0) last year and was named the 
skilled. thing!" marvelled Coach Connel- qon, . and she learns quickly team's Most Valuable Player. 
"Kim (Cheney) is probably ly. "She runs the offense but fromhet mistakes." 
n1,;KE·rs 
20i ~.·Tiop ~-
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our strongest (freshman) all she's also a great defensive The Bombers will play an 
aro1,_1_nd," said_Connelly. "She's player. She's intelltgent and e~ceptionally tough schedule ~n-
the_ biggest in s~ and shoots. extremely qhick-~in fact she's the '77-78, one which includes teams -
. from Cortland, Syracuse, Brock-
Peraza New port, Cornell and Colgate. 
THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY 
OF JERUSALEM 
·1978/79 PROGRAMS 
Chances are they'll be outsized. 
But you can bet they won't be WresUing ·. _ .--._Coac:,11,._ ·: outsmarted or outhustled. 
. · Antonio "Tony" Peraza 
shold bring a great deal of 
technical~ expertise to his new 
position'-- as· varsity wrestling 
coach · at Ithaca College. The 
praised Peraza as. "An excellent 
assistant ~oacb-. . He really 
identifies with the wrestlers, has 
great rapport with them, and is 
an excellent teacher of wrestl-
Pqtsdam State gradua~ is a. ing." _ 
two-time All-American and two- Peraza, a native of Ridge, 
HELP WANTED 
lfSFOR 
YOU_ ....• 
. time New York S~te champion L.L, will no doubt have his work, please call 
who holds the winningest record cut out for him as he takes over a 
in Potsdam:_history with a 96-19 young and inexperienced squad 27 4-3207 
FOR AMERICAN STUDENTS 
O ONE YEAR PROGRAM-for college sophomores and juniors. 
Courses taught in both Hebrew and English. 
O REGUUIR'STUDIES-for college transfer students toward 
B.A:·and B.Sc; degrees. 
0 GRADUATE STU~IES-Master's, Doctoral and Visiting 
Graduate programs. 
0 SUMMER COURSES-given in English. 
PLEASE CHECK DESIRED PROGRAM 
,-"r;"A;t;;-;ndlnfor;;;n:-;;;;i'e-, - - - - 64 · 
II Office of Academic Affairs, 
, ~ American Friends of The Hebrew University 
. 11 East 69 St, New York, N.V. 10021 • (~.12) 472-9813 
Name ----------------
Address ----'----------__________ ......__ __ _ 
overall mark. - at Ithaca, yet he feels he can . x.201 
Peraza holds career records build a sound program that will ,~:.0,:"'. "$.P/!.~~~&~~-,.1·.·;,fr';::,:.:i,f;).~ 
at Potsdam for most duel meet - encoura2"e future recruitment- ·· ,,,. ..• -:., "'""··/ .. ~. · ~,' ¼.i.~"''.'."""'..:~-«i"",;.:it,~ 
wins (40), total-wins (96), and ·· · B1 ·· E-E-R \1:t'! 
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runner:up in the natio: three :-, . ~; ··\ ~~ 
_years ago and n_ational c ampion · fv~ ;,J •'j' "-,( 
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Head basketball coach 
Darryl Lehn us' calls 1977 his best 
recruiting year ever" as he 
enters his fifth Y.ear at the helm, 
and it should pay off in im-
mediate dividends when the 
1977-78 Ithaca College junior 
varsity takes the floor. 
Ten freshmen will comprise 
this year's J. V. team, coached 
fro the 12th year by, Bob 
Congdon, who served as assis-
t ant varsity coach for three years 
after 11 straight with the J. V.s. 
One recruit, 6-4 junior col-
lC'ge transfer Jim Waitkavicz 
from ·Broome C.C. has made the 
Ithaca Colleg varsity, but Leh-
nus prefers to leave all freshmen 
on the J.V. squad until they've 
proven themselves against col-' 
legiate competition. "After the 
season starts," he said, "I may 
want to move someone up. But I 
won!t·keep any freshmen on the 
. varsity unless I know they're 
going to play." 
Lehnus considers his top 
prospect to be Chuch Haskins, a 
·6-9 transfer from Brockport who 
was recruited heavily by Lehnus 
out of Spencerport High School. 
"He might be out first legitimat 
All-American candidate," said 
Lehnus. "We'll redshirt him this 
year so he'll still have three 
years of eligibility." 
Despite the loss of Haskins' 
services until next year, Lehnus 
feels that this year's group may 
he even stronger than last year's 
15-3 ball club. 
Vinnie Fiorentino, a 6-6 
forward from .Mt. Vernon, NY 
Jim Ellmers, a 6-5 center from 
Bloomfield, NJ, and Torri Ellis,'a 
6-4 forward from Barneveld, NY, 
hrive the club inore than adequate 
size underneath, and g11ards Tim 
Kick (5-10 from Lansing, NY.) 
.are all marksmen from the 
outside. -
"We got some kids I didn't 
think we could get," ;,aid Lehn us 
of his freshmen recruits. "As far 
as size and high school creden-
tials are concerned, we've got. 
some good metropolitan ball-
players." 
Lehnus describes forwards 
Ellis and Fiorentino as "great 
leape~s" with a Jot of potential. 
Ellis averaged 26 points and 15 -
rebounds a game with Holland 
Patent High School last year and 
holds virtuallyall Holland Patent 
records, while · Fiorentino was 
All-Westchester County last 
year for Mt.· Vernon High, 
averaging 10 points per game. 
Ellmers played a good brand 
of metropolitan ball in New 
Jersey, said ,Lehnus, · counting 
among his teammates Kelly/ 
Trapuka of Notre Dame. Terry 
Meath, on the other hand,' -played 
his ball in more rural surround-
ings, averaging 20 points a game 
for Section V _ Class A champion 
Canadaigua. 
Guards· Kick and Vogt are 
both tremendous athletes, and 
probably comprise the best tan-
dem on the ball club. Kick, a 
baseball player in tbe . spring, 
was second team _All-State for 
Lansing High School last year, 
while Vogt, a f<>Qtball player in ' 
the fall, was first team All-State 
and first teal All-Syracuse last 
year with · a 20 point scoring 
. average for Fulton High School. 
Coach Lehti\Js foresees tre-
mendous competition ahead for 
starting J. V. berths, and another 
successful season in the making. 
"These are the best looking 
physical freshmen I've' 'seen in a 
while," he said. 
Co-Captains Jim Cuddy and Lew Michaux with Bead Coach Lebpus --
''.We just weren't aggres·sive. we the State·smen. It almost looked 
didn't take it to them." like a replay of last year's game 
That w.as Coach Darryl in Geneva·, when the Bombers 
Lehnus' succinct assessrnent of rebounded from a large halftime 
his team's opening game perfor- deficit to overt_~~ the home 
mance, a 76-69 upset at the ·team. But the Statesmen stall~d 
hands of league for Hobart on off the comeback with excellent 
Thursday. ball control, and _the Bombers 
"We lost the game on the were stopped short. 
boards and oii defense," said. Cuddy, who had been out all 
Lebnus. "We simply weren't week with an inner ear infection, 
' ready to play and they were." was not slated tQ se(t much 
The Bombers~ defending action, and didn't start the ball 
Football Captains 
Named 
ICAC champions and favorites to game for the Bombers. Yet he 
take a second straight crown, led the team with 13 points and 
just couldn't seem to find the shot 5xl0 from the 'field. Center 
range,~ they connected on only Jim Waitkavicz, 6-4 transfer 
39 per cent of their field goal from Cayuga C.C. and Bruce 
attempts (27x70( compared with 'Jones, a three year starter 
52 per cent (31x60) for the r(llegated to bench duty thus far, 
Statesmen. Hobart's 1-3-1 zone chipped in with 10 points apiece, 
defense was especially effective, and Lew Michauz and Herb 
forcing the Bombers to talce bad Richmond each had eiglit for thl;l 
outside shots and keeping them Bombers. Co-captainMichaux 
from penetrating most of the - led Ithaca's boardmen with six 
time. As a result the Statesment ppints. 
Scott Colton, who was named to 
the ECAC All-Star team last 
week, has been elected tricaptain 
of the Ithaca College football 
team for the 1978 season along 
with John Schiemann and Tom 
Burlin. The announcement was 
made last night at the annual 
Elks Club football dinner. 
Colton, a defensive back 
from Halesite, NY, set an Ithaca 
College record in '77 with eight 
inter~eptions and was an ICAC 
Player of the Week selection on 
., 
four occasions. He also received 
a trophy Sunday night as the 
· team's "Most Improved Back." 
All .. tJ')ree will be seniors in 
1978. 
Schiemann, a second team 
ECAC All-Star, who set an 
Ithaca College record in '77 with 
nine quarterback sacks, was also 
recognized as one of five players 
to receive weekly honors by the 
ECAC. Schiemann, Matt1 Jl4ees (twice), Scott Colton and John 
Laper have all made the ECAC 
-~~~ The one who 
::'} ' 
jl buys your l;)IAMONDS! 
that's who. 
HEGCIES JEWELRY 
136 Tht, ·C~~mons· 
. ' 
272-13.31' .-
\ - .. , '. 
Weekly Honor Roll, while fresh-
man Doug Getzke was cited as a 
"Rookie of the Week" winner. 
Other award winners at the 
ceremony include John Furey, 
who was given the "Whistleman 
Award" for his outstanding hus-
tle; John Felker, given the "Most 
Improved Lineman Award," and 
two lthacans--Steve' NeweJl, • 
presented with the "Attitude 
Award" and Tom Policay, honor-
ed with the "Captain Award." 
Policay, cited by Athletic 
Director Chuck Kerr as "an 
outstanding leader," had a pre-
sentation of his own to make--a 
game ball signed by the entire 
team to be given to Coach Jim 
Butterfield. 
Butterfield was unfortu-
nately unable to attend, how-
ever. because of an illness to his 
father, who is recovering from 
surgery in a Texas hospital. 
Presiding at the ceremony in 
B·utterfield's place was assistant 
coach Tim Faulkner. 
won the battle of the boards by a 
37 -33 margin, including nine by 
6°6 .forward Randy Hudson, who 
pac~d the Statesmen with 18 
-points. · 
Ithaca was forced to play 
catch-up basketball the entire 
game, as Hobart burst to a 13-4 
advantage in the opening min-
utes, and extended a 42-34 
halftime !~ad to 60-40 in the 
second half. A 20-6 scoring edge 
in the first 7 1/2 minutes of the 
second half seemingly put the 
game on ice for the Statesip.en, 
but the Bombers . weren't 
through by any means. 
Ignited by the shooting of 
, captain Jim Cuddy; who tallied 
_ 10 second half points, the Bom-
bers rallied back, outscoring 
their opponents 19-3-in the final 
stretch and putting a scare. into 
Delicious Crepe Entrees & ·Desserts 
. Dinners · 
- Cocktafls Wines 
• 
· Lunch Dinner 
Eu~peonAtinosphere 
: . Moderate PHc~ · 
~ " ()pen 7 -days till 1.am . : 
602ElmiraRd. 277-0123 
. Pyramid Mall 257-0777 
-In_ Binghamton -: . 
1134 Front St;·· 7.12.:6479 
--,, &nJ<americard_,-Mast~ -: 
~ - ' ';. - : ·- . -. , , ~ . '. - - .-
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In theJunior-varsity contest 
Ithaca overcame a 38-35 halftime 
deficit to beat the Statesmen 
70·65. Center Jim Ellrners led 
the scoring_ column 'Y\th 15 
points, 11 of them coming in the 
second half, and forwards Terry 
Meath and Tom Ellis had 14 and 
13, respectiely. Ellmers also had 
10 rebound11; and guard Kevin 
Vogt 1had five assists' and' t_hree 
steals. -
The Bombers will play their 1 
home-opener this Friday.Dec. 9, 
against rival Cortland at 8 p.m. 
in Ben Light Gym. It will be t_he 
team's last game before the 
semester break, with the sche-
dule resuming on Jamuary 11 
with a home game ,against,..__,. 
Alban·y State. 
The Bombers who -topped 
Cortland twice last year, haven't 
lost a home opener ·since 1974, 
when Hobart edged them 95-94: 
Last year's team held a 10,2 
recor~ in games played at h_ome. 
2MCASa· 
COLDallll 
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-Groc,riH • ICep 
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~ · / B11ieba1Trade9AndRodGilbert: 
. - . ' ~ . - . 
by Geo~ Goodman . . 
· The rumor wheel ruJis·rampant expensive-. players. Certain could not play for any other team 
Even .: though baseb~'s - this· time of· year and fans. ean teams are realizing that they can except the Rangers even though 
World Series ended almost two argue whether the Yankees no longer pay out huge salaries he did get other offers. He 
months· ago, baseball is still a should trade Nettles to San and continue to make a porfit. decided to take the "non-hockey" 
main topic in sports. This is a ·Diego for ·. Dave Winfield or · The trend this year as one position the Rangers offered 
main ·reason why baseball has should the Minnesota Twins can tell by the names being him. This job is different from 
recaptured its rating as Ameri- trade_Rod·Carew·to the Mets for thrown around is that the poorer the speculation that he was going 
ca's number one sport after a few Jerry Koosman. So far this year,, teams are trying to unload their to have a consultant job. But 
.,Years of being number two the rumors ar~ ·more interesting expensive players. Certain who would he consult? Not coach 
behind football. than the actual trades. The only teams are reaJizing that they can John-Guy Talbot who has bench-
, But baseball is a twelve big trade so far is Bobby Bonds no longer pay out huge salaries ed Gilbert this year citing 
month sport~ Even when ~ase- going from · .the Angels to the · and continue to make a profit. Rocky's lack of defensive skills as 
ball is in its. off-season, it still Chicago White Sox. · There are Only a hapdful --0f clubs such as the reason. Not John Ferguson, 
produces news. This wek is the many names being tossed around· the Yankees,· Padres, Angels, the Ranger. General Manager, 
week of the · annual winter by teams. as bait this year. Phillies and Rangers can handle who has knocked Gilbert down 
meetings , which produce the People such as Jon Matlack and huge salaries. · for over a decade now. (Fergu-
most trades and most rumors. It Jerry KO(!sman of the Mets, The Yankees are in an son was the tough enforcer for 
is 1also the· time when each fan Willie Montanez and Gary Mat- unique position of having clubs the Canadiens back in the '60's 
can play general manager for his thews of the Braves; Al Oliver of come to them because the and during each Ranger-Canad-
/her favorite team. Even though the Pirates; Jim Barr o1 the Yankees have depth an<) many ien game, it was Fergy's job to 
basketball, football and hockey is Giants; Steve Rogers of the young pitchers in their farm keep Gilbert from scoring. 
in ·full-swing, baseball leads off Expos; Dave Winfield of the system. ·T~ Yankees could start Fergy was bigger and strQnger 
the sports news each night, Padres; Jay Johnstone, Jerry wheeling and dealing today be- than Gilbert and used to knock 
Wh~n the other sports are on Martin and Jose Cardenal of the cause owner George Steinbren- him, crunch him to no end. Now, 
their off-season, meetings like Phillies. In the American ner flew out yesturday ---and he it was Ferguson who was a prime 
the baseball meetings produces League, name such as: John give final approval of trades and mover behind the forced retire-
almost no interest at all. That is Mayberry and Jim Colborn of the signings. The··Red Sox are not ment of Gilbert). Not Ranger 
because people enjoy and are Royals; Rudy May of the Orioles; expected to be too active this President William Jennings who 
interested in hearing about free Jim Slaton of Milwaukee; Ben year because of the chang~ of put the final nail in Gilbert's· 
agents and trades. The other Oglivie and John Hiller of the ownership there. . coffin by agreeing to not let him 
sports do not have this interest. Tigers are being thrown around. A couple of last words on the lace his skates as a Ranger again. 
This year's baseball winter The trend this year as one forced retirement of Rod Gilbert, The new position seems to be 
meetings are being held in can tell by the names being· Mr. Ranger.· Two days ago, away from these "friends" of 
Honolulu, Hawaii, a strange thrown· around is that the p90rer _Gilbert held an emotional press Gilbert. 
place to have winter meetJ!_lis. teams are trying to unload· their ·conference in which he said he The Rangers handled this 
- · · · • · whole affair poorly. Gilbert was 
I C Opponent Wl·n· s just starting to play well when B_ 8 the Thanksgiving mass.acre hap-pened. Granted, he wasn't as 
prior years and maybe a change 
1 was needed, but it coi.dd:. have 
waited till the end of the year. 
(This was his last year of his 
contract). He gave the Rangers 
something that few Rangers 
have g_iven, and that was -
CLASS. The younger players 
, still talk about Gilbert even 
though he hasn't been t_here for 
two weeks. Rocky was their best 
friend, their leader. Gilbert used 
to invite the younger players to 
his apartment and gave them a 
sense of belonging. He gave 
them direction in a city where it 
is easy to get lost. He may have 
not been all that valuable on the 
ice, but off the ice,. his influence 
was immense. The players 
looked for leadership and got it 
from him. 
Gilbert may have helped the 
Rangers more if the Rangers 
decided to make him captain 
after their previous captain Brad 
Park was traded. But instead, 
the GM-coach Emile Francis, 
gave newcomer Phil Esposito the 
"C". This hurt Gilbert deeply 
and he never regained his full 
ability after that. One has to 
hope thi\t he will be seen often 
around the Garden and on 
television and continue to give 
the Rangers that class. 
continued on page 18 \ 
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Step Up To The 
;~~:~i!¥1i7t ·.· -~!~,~~£'.'*"~~~~~:~,::'<;:_~iJ!l~"'f lltJ[~ 
Hartw1cks2-lv1ctory~n.Sunday :- ,-· -.. ·.,,.~•(ic; .i.i.J·;;,:_,_.,,,··- · .• ,:-',':,:! E? 
~i:~;~~?sf li~lE ::·::1/~,, ?tf t" . ~::r 
Although Hartwick has - . .-,.~;;:/·: 
reached the final four teams in , · ·::. ·•':1:;.d.£1:?<;\\> 
the national tourney three out of .. ·· · · ,,. 
the past four years, they have 
not had very ,easy times in 
defeating the Bombers. Results 
of I.C. - Wick clashes recently 
include 2-0 Hartwick victories in 
1975 and '76 and a 3-0 score this ~ 
year. . ..... . 
This season's contest was 1_{;,:- • · 
played late in September at the •. ·' 
J. V. field on the South Hill 
because both college's varsity 
field~ were flooded. The. out-
come was ·not decided until 
Hartwick two second half goals 
as Ithaca's p_ressured defense 
played stingently. Donny Hand-
ler, in_particular, was responsi-
ble for "sweeping away" many of 
Hartwick's offensive threats. 
Yet throughout the match, all 
I.C. backs arid defenders marked 
effectively, depriving Hartwick 
of space t6.maneuver. 
"They controlled 80 percent 
of the game,." said Blue and Gold 
coach Al Mac Cormack, "al-
though we didn't allow therrl 
many excellent · scoring oppor; 
tunities." . .... . 
In. thti eyes of many of the 
1977 national champs, this year's 
Bomber club displayed ·a more 
organized squad that wasnotice-
ably _more tight defensiYely. -
"Personally, l thought I had 
seen better Hartwick teams in 
the past,". Mae" ~rmack ~aid, -
"but I gµess 1-. was _wrong. . . 
Winning.so handily ip the playoff: · games: up,. Ullfil .the , finals (3_ · . 
. games: ~tal sc_ore 10~2) sliow~d · 
- they were ~peti~r. to .e:veryo~e· .. 
in the E~t. 1,'he~ ;Sltill -~in"1ined; , 
with their •cohesiveness' and the _:.._ 
wacliing',otJiin"Lenri4:ic:. (~'."year·:.:, · 
reccird:_·S2.w~s. a.ioss;_an~three ·, 
, ties), ·madWthen:i- "the -#1:ttea.Jli :.µi .... ·. ~ _ 
the nation:... '. ,,_._, ,;,;". · ·· .. · · 
-~ ' . ' ~ . ' . .... . 
. -.. _. 
···\·,r' 
*106 The Commons * Tues. - Fri. 9:30 - 5:30 p.m. * 
Sat: 9:30- 3:30 p.m. * For alJpointment call 273-1555 
, .HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN 
T.. ~-,: 11'\r)--A_,'6'.11<9~ . SEAFOlJD. ~EATS. _ --- ·a<a,~~- \ ··_ ~ :··VEGETABLES -AND 
· . . ~~ir~ __ Roa_d (Route ~3 South): Ithaca . ·/ . LOTS. OF_ J.OVE. ____ ... 
· · w~u even pic~y9u·'up:·fREE·.·· 
. RING-···---272-6484: 
_' . :-' ·g_y r8$~N~J.i_9·n· only, please. -' 
- .. -'. .. - . . . . ' .. -- . 
' ... ~ .. 
. ',,. :··_ .· -
j' ,-' 
.......... 
/ 
·,·'·,"' ·, .,: ' :·,: ,',, ,,, 
~;-, I ' 
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Trivia/ Goodman··* IJa$~..a1;:Giljfi~:15·· .. ,. 
continU:d from-page 11 , '-
QUESTION ONE: Lasi week, 
Steve_ Cauthen, the 17 year-old 
jockey sensation, won six races 
in one day. He became the sixth 
jockey to P(!St six winners in one 
day on the Nv York racing 
circuit since the late 1930's. 
Name the first jockey to win 6 
races in one day on the New York 
circuit. (Belmont, Aqueduct, and 
QESTION FOB: The Heisman', 
Trophy, which will be ·given out 
_y>~ight, has a statute of a 
running back. Moe the player 
depicted on the trophy. 
QUESTION FIVE: What college 
did. this man play for? (Refer-
ence to previo_us question) 
Saratoga) and the last one prior QUESTION SIX: The New York (-
to Cauthen. ' .Jersey) Giants defeated- the St. 
QUESTION TWO: Bob Meusal, Louis Cardinals by 27-7 on 
a member of the famed "Mur- Sunday for their largest victory 
derers' Row" of the Yankees margin since 1978. Name the 
back in the 20's died last week. team the Giants defeated by 20 
Name the position he played for points in 1978. (It 'happened in . 
tht- Yankees on a regular basis. the season opener) 
QUESTION THREE: The Phila- QESTION SEVEN: . Tony 
delphia 76ers beat the New 
Orleans Jazz last week in front of &-sett, Dallas Cowboy running 
back, became the third rookie in 
35,077 in the Louisiana Super- NFL history to miin more than 
dome. This attendance mark . "-;' 
broke the previous record by 200 yards rushing m one game. 
8,000. Name the two teams that Na~ethe other two pl~yer~ who 
played and where when the ola gamed 200 yar~s rushing in one 
mark was set. game as a rookie. 
THE HOUSE OF INDIAN GARMENTS 
*** N ROOP BOUTIQUE'*** 
THE COMMONS 
Midi Skirts 
Maxi Skirts. 
EMB Blouses 
107 E. STATE ST. 
RED TAG SALE 
$8.00 
$12.00 
$6.00 
Hand Printed e·edspreads 
-Single ~- $4.99 
Double $5.99 
Ladies Shirts $3.00 Man's Shirt $3.50 
BEAUTIFUL .TURQUISE..JEWELERY 10% OFF 
The Hsman 'l'rophy will · be throughout the· rurtion in nil. 
given out tonight by the Down- Meanwhile, Campbell plays in 
town Athletic Club and if all the Texas,- a .very large University. 
stories are true, Texasrunning 'lt'is #lin the country and every 
bacl!_ __ Earl- Campbell 'will-win. s,_!urday,,one·hears-how T~xas 
This trophy is also a jinx as far as did and how m~y yards Camp-
stardom in the NFL is con- bell gained.: Texas is the only 
cerned. This may be good news- undefeated team so 'far this year 
for·Gram_bling's libg Williams. (they face Ni>tre ilne in ·the 
Williams is a quarterback that Cotton Bowl.Qn Jan. 2) and this is 
set passing records all year long.. heard week after week. Camp-
Yet he is relatively unknown ,bell 'was the nation's leading 
throughout the natipn· and there rusher; leading scorer,- ergo, he 
are a couple of reasons for this. is w~ll-known .. Coverage such as 
One, Grambling is nowhere near feature stories in -~ports Illus· 
a,nything, someplace in Louisi- trated; and Sporting Mrs 
ana. Two, it is a small black make•his-name better known. 
school and schools like these do But no Reisman trophy winner 
not get to play big-name teanls. has been inducted- . into Pro 
And finally, television covera~ .. football's Hall .of. Fame. There 
.,. ~.~ 
Trivia Answers 
were some l)Jayers who had· good 
careers such as: &It ·Walker, 
Jolin David Crow, Alan Ameche, , 
- Hornung and Billy Camion. . 
The first Hsman winner to be 
inducted will probably ~ Roger 
Staubach.. If not him O.J. 
Simpson.will have the honor. 
· Maybe it· is right for Jibg 
William not .to win. Maybe ·he 
can skip the jinx and become a 
star in the NFL like he was for 
Grambling., Then -he would be 
well-known across America 
, when people will be saying 
. '.'What is Earl Campbell doing?" 
Bits and Pieces: Look for Texas' 
Earl' Campbell to win ·the Heis-
·man trophy tonite. · · (The award 
will be presented on CBS at 10:00 
tonite) .•. Walter Payton need~_ 
362 yards to pass O.J. Simpson's 
NFL single-season rushing· re:--
cord of 2,W3 set in 1973. The 
Bears have;.to play the Packers 
and Giants still. It is going to be 
close but expect the Giants to 
._ '9L61 
qaJ'B:W U! • Jf OJ3pJO::) 13.8UV :1S'Bf . 
:u,51-- .iaqwat.ON U! uosµaqoa' 
paJJIV :1s1 :3N(f 'H:1lMSNV 
stop him short of 100 yards ... In 
Boston, the Celtics are off . to 
J,J. ·H: .<q Sllll?!!) aq1 °1 16 '!1 6l 3 I!O their worst start in memory and 
uo'.JSnog aq.1, :xi~ 1:l:11A\SNV Athe Bruins are off to a Oying 
start, yet, the Celtics are out-
o.3ua!lf0 drawing the Bruins by a large -
JO Al!6.18h!Ufi :fiIAI.!11:1:il/a\SNV niargin at Boston Garden ... The 
New r ork .Rangers lead the Nlil., 
_UOS{!/a\ WOl ptre in power play goals ... NHL Mon-
·aau1d awus aq1 puu sW11a1 aw'BS 
I aq1 'SplOA\ Jaq10 U}_ '31.UOpJ~ns 
tlUl?JS!nO'J aq1 U! Z21? f SUl?3f.I0 
MaN aq1 pa.<tqd S.I39L t1Jqd1ap 
0/AOJg W!f =N3A3S 1:1:i!A\SNV day Night hockey begins on 
January 9. This year there will 
· -11nqd aq.1, ;33mu. 'H3/a\SNV 
• .<qd0.11 sno!.8!isa.1~ S!ql 
JO J3Utq.M. 16.l!J aq1 '.IruiU'BAU98 
.&.11r S! 1I .:1:1nO.!l 1:131a\SNV 
Commons 
also be a .series._9f -Saturday 
afternoon games ... Managers of 
teams that just -acq~ed players . 
are saying how this player is 
· going to· lead them to pennant. 
When is_a manager going to say 
- that this - player will weaken 
them? ... Gordie Howe is - still 
_ seeking his 1,000 career goal. He 
_ has not scored in 10 straight 
· games since getting_ 999 .. _.The 
new mana~r of .the Atlanta 
Braves, Bobby Cox, starting out · 
on the right fQOt by cleaning 
Open Monday-Saturday, 9:30·5 :oo .Th~rsday & Friday 'Ill 9 :oo 
OP_EN SUN~AYS 'TIL CHRISTMAS, 12:00:4:00 , 
house in Atlanta. That club 
needed new blood for years ... -
Quote of the week: &ing 
Sunday's Rangers-North Stars 
·game, Ranger Ni,k Fotiu and 
Stars' Harvey Bennent fought 
and received two minute penal, 
ties. 19 seconds after that 
penalty ~xpired, they started 
fighting again. Wheri--asked why 
they fought again, Bennant re-
plied: "It's like sex. After you're -
.... ~ .... _ ........ : • ....... ··.;:..: •••• ·' ............. ', .. 1.J 
Silkhaoa~ .• 
The most beautiful silk you can buy isn't 
silk ... it look's and feels' just like the real 
thing only it's washable polyester. Shovtn' 
are two classic Lady Manhattan shirt-styles 
... open collar to wear wifh-·your favorite 
blazer ·or the buhori front' style thaf°sports 
-its own d~tachable tie. Just right for- your 
--special holiday loQk · in 'soft pale ,pink, 
natural, pale grey and-blue. S.lzes 8,18. 
. ' . 
17.00, 18.00 
acme and you feel like doing it 
agin, you do it." .. .Islander's 
main scoring line of Bossy-Trot- -
tier- Gillies is now called Le Trio 
Grande (the Big Three, in 
English) .... Why the Mets spent 
$1 million on a risk such as Elliot 
Maddox 'is unknown. Still 
believe the Mets to be the worst . _ 
I club as f~ as judgement is 
concerned .•• Hard to believe that 
Big Ten commissioner Wayne 
Dukes only . gave Ohio State · 
coach Woody Hayes li\_slap on the 
wrist and a warning for·bis action 
during the Michigan-Ohio State 
showdown. And to furth~r say 
that -the camm-.aman Hayes -
punched was in the_ ,wrong for 
being on the sideline is utterly 
stupied, Year after year, Hayes 
demonstrates his sportmanship 
in the gam_~ that decides the Big 
Ten champion in·_ front of a 
national television audience. He 
bas punched . at cameramen,, 
squared off'to-fight an official, 
rip~d up first down markers· . 
and. punched fans . . H the Big Tun 
disappro'ves:-·of action _like·. this 
they --~rtainly aren't. ·showing 
Ain~fica that ~ey do.· Continual 
wrist-slappiJigslaaire not stopped 
Mr. ,Hayes· be(ore and will not 
stop ·him again •. ;Minnesoia_ · : 
N9rth_ S~ are bell;lg called the 
Minnesota -No-Stars ••• NHL · still 
'· ' 
. azeij.by.th~ Canailiens getting.· 
22. year-old Pierrs . Larouche 
... - . 'WhiJe obly. givmgj1p sf year-~ld 
Pete.:. Mahovlieh::and-~:a·, minor-· 
,leaguer.· It 1Strade'S JI~ Uus tltat. . 
~~~ Montieal's·-GM,.-Sam Pol, ... 
}acl(~~e.-best..in ·Ju~·fieJct.::. .·-·;:-:. ' - •.-' .. 
. ~' .. 
• • ' • ,L .),. 
.,. - ~.- ' • • • ..: J ~~ .. : ,: ••• ·" 
,:·:·,;: '.-<·_::J·;.·\~_.-_< -.~- -_:-:, .. -·-,~::: .- ' 
f~,:~ ( .~ ... ,~:-. •, ·. :. :,.,.··:-~·. '~.~ :.. . -.. •,. ."~:- ) ... ·-,. 
• ... _ :··. -·· \ •• : ••• _.- .-· • " t, 
',.., ', !' • • -~,,- • I -, 1'' 1' • '·. 
' !._ 
. ',. ' .L.; . .,, .. , • 
':! . ' ':~ '., 
'•. 
1 .. ~. 
, ... -.:..., .. 
_: . .-
Linda, 
I would have· retired a lot 
sooner if you never came in. · 
Thanks for all your patience and 
time. 
The Ad Man. 
To theDirty Ducks; h~ ellis, 
dickie, Bing, ugly; millie, chipper 
6th floor west; {past and pre-
sent) 1 nina-bina & suey, all my 
buddies in Clarke, Talcott anil 
Landon and especially Z-Stein: 
You are the Best. I love you 
more than you think. Good Luck 
with your lives. Remember me. 
And Thanks.· 
Always, 
Cath 
C.J. 
Bambino 
Mciffy ·. 
Galo 
Shithead 
etc ... 
P.S. - Grain alcohol B'day party 
for Zimee, 3rd floor Landon, 1st 
nil!"ht back. Don't forget! 
Paul, · 
Good luck in London next 
semester. A drink in the Pub 
sounds gooq_ .. 
Beverlee and Karen 
Beaner-
You've been a fantastic next 
door neighbor. Thanks for 
everything and good luck Bean. 
I'll miss ya! 
Love, 
Karen 
To Andy, Paul, Mark, Jon and 
A.J., 
I had fun tool 
Corey 
To C.R. and Old C.M., 
Good Luck to you both. 
. P. 
To Prof. Long, 
Thank you for being so 
Adult to Adult this semester. 
Your OC Class. 
Mrs. Blablabfa; · · 
. Number 4500-B is a Wool-
worth-wedding. see you theret" 
The-phantom pharter. 
Trooper, 
What was that about the 3rd 
closet? Hurry up with it!! 
Davert 
Bette Midler Gang, 
Have a good vacation - Let's 
hear some Brass in January - Big 
Band is here!! 
lilma. 
Yandow! 
I'm psyched! 
Vt. 
Hey Chubs, 
Merry X-mas and super 
New Year! ,. 
Coops 
To all my IC fiends, 
I'll miss you all next year. 
Thanks so much for all the work 
and fun. 
Kappy 
Lisa and Meg, 
Have a good time - get that 
place ready for me!! iih't forget 
your small acguaintences back on 
the homeland. · 
Donna 
lioose 
How could you lire!! 
I swear, go moo!! 
T, 
It's going to be hard next 
semester. Whose shoulder can I 
cry on now? 
· The name gamer 
Dear Friends, _ . 
Have a happy holiday, and a 
good Spring semester. I'll send 
some London FOG to the I.C, 
campus . 
. Love, 
. Rob, Nelseye, Sponge, etc. 
etc., etc., 
~ Have a Happy · Holliday 
Everybody and Have a Fun 
Vacation!! 
·Eve Honiburge~ and Mickey 
Mouse 
\ 
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URGENT: -LOST CAT: female, 
black, 3 years old, named "Jes-
sica." Missing since 11/15/77, 
vicin1ty of Coddington Road, I.C. 
No Collar. Please call 272-1347, 
272-2559. REW ARD OFFER-
ED. 
For Sale: 
1 Sony Receiver, Pioneer 
turntable, 2 Bozak speakers 
Technics tape player, clock rad-
ios, calculators, leather jackets, 
lacrosse sticks, sleeping bag, 
assorted party goods and para-
phenalia. 
Call Mike 273-977 4 
Meg-
WANTED 
Jewelery Instructor for Ex-
tra University courses. 
Inquire at: 
Office of Campus Activities. 
274-3149 or x149 
To the guy I danced with at 
North 40. 
I Could Have Danced All 
Night! 
"The Toasted Almond" 
Rose, 
You can't leave me alone in 
the library, can you? Oh well 
Happy Graduation anyway. 
Steve and Harpo 
Lincoln R. 
Best of luck in N .J. and 
N.Y.C. - You'll need it. 
Corey, 
You'll have to resign your-
self to the fact that I've resigned 
Gary 
To "D", Ginnie, Nancy Jane, 
Cindy, Alice, Emma, Annique, 
Corey, Steve, Linda, Debbie, 
Elise, Joanne, Scottie; Dennis, 
Rob, Tom, High, Steve, Kate, 
Ad Man, Jennifer, Patsi, Joanne and , 'I 
It was a ple~ure. Th~k you those understood. Good bye. I I 
for all your patient . gw~ance. think of you while on the slop, ~ 
I couldn't have done it without in Vermont. - Come visit. 
you. Anytime ..... 
Linda Love, 
P.S. Thanks for the ad, it made Susan 
my morning. I'll layout your p 
. oop, 
classifieds anytime. you want some more bubbly? 
Scoop 
Karen, Dear Techie, 
We gotta vaca. together. When it's right, 
Santa, here we come, Ho, Ho, right! For keeps! 
Ho. Love, 
Donna M.M. 
it's really 
Paris is waiting for ya ... But 
don't forget your politically con-
scious frien. Thanks Meg · I 
think you know. GoP<l Lu~k! 
You will be missed!!!! 
The Gang. T. fr h t To F.B. Taylor, I ~op
1
e alyou can
1
, ~e w i: y~u It'll be nice to look at someone 
see m t y. m gomg miss 1 , 
~he occassional velvet. Will stay e se. Pete & bob 
Love, 
Karen 
To Solar-Age Fritzo, 
Are you ALL wordly? 
foul feet & lucky Pie.re 
m touch. P.S. Your Mother eats lunch! P. 
o/ invius 9ou,, 
wa 
holida celebrai;iori 
5 ..............~, decembtr lick 
from, '!pm,,, I am 
TOAST TO THE END OF CLASS(S WlT~ free cha:m:p,r,e 
PREPARE FO~ E;;J wrr~' ... ,._ I,, ,6l 
$ 15 1111-:~ 'CL dn-,ui,., 
$1 :so pitd,er$ 
WARM VOURSELF FOR VACATION ~11H 
A VAR1ETV OF DELlClOUS COFFEE 1RZNKS 
AT HALF·PRlCE 
SO COME JO"IN US; ANO .GET 1.N TH~ 
HO..L-lDAY SPlRl rs·!.!-! ! !.! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ·! 
.J 
' 
... 
12" Color KV-t204A. was ~:rn~"-· ·$309 .?5 
17" Color KV-11110. was '!iHl"·· $41995 
19" Color KV-19100. was 'ri7~:,-, -$46995 
21" Color K\'-2101, was ,:,719·1·,,_ s59995 
COME IN & SEE THE NEW 
SONY REMOTE CONTROL 
TELEVISIONS 
., 
TC-56 - award winning 
miniature pocket cassette 
~I recorder: uses regular 
cassette tapes, AC/DC 
i (.optional Nicad s,·-.tem), 12 digit counter, aiuo shut-
off, cue/ 
·r!!view func:.f&1211AR 
hon, 51601M1 -:,-' 
M-101 !pictured) - Micro/ 
miniature shirt pocket 
recorder; uses mini 1 hr 
cassettes, weighs less 
than 1 pound: AC/DC, 
hidden condensor mike, 
capstan drive, a prof es-
ional machine, was '200'"' 
St5888 / 
DiKilal FMt AM Clock Radio 
wiili larRer speakers. TFM-< :1>',ll\\ 
W,I:. >flO"'. b0\\''$4988 
S( )N)' (:lock & 
'I'ahll! Radios 
FMt AM Table Radio 
pedestal base. brown•silver. l('F •1', 111\\ 
w.ts ':Ill'". now: 52988 
· Deluxe FM/ AM Table Radio 
Separale Base & Treble- Controls. 
Fantaslic Sound. Walnul Grain 
s 988 
: .·_. 
\ 
'• I':' ,•.,._ . ,. 
•.··- .. ----.-~~~---~--...---!lllm-
·etamax 
• Record one channel while watching another 
• Create your own personal entertainment library 
• Records ANYTIME (with timer), even When 
you're not at home. 
Was st,300°0 
CASSETTE $89995 
-$1495 -n_ow 
now - SL-8200/2 Hr. Machine · 
~~SATISFACTION.GUARANTEED 
· Or Your Money Refunded 
Within 7 Days of Purchase . 
··, .· 
' ' , ,, ··\.' ' 
1111 111 - -
.... ,:
1
,•·' TC-65 Portable Cassette 
· • Au.to Shut-Off -• LED Record Level 
• AC/DC Battery • FREE Earphone 
•CondenserMlke $3888 · 
• A Fine Machine 
• was 55()00, NOW. . -· 
TC-205 Portable Cassette 
Same as TC-65, plus these extras: 
• Review function . $48.88 • Comeact design was 5500, NOW 
~ TC-1108 Professional Portable 
' •.Metal Construction•Oigital Counter 
• AC/DC (Nicad Recharger Battery 
.... 
Pac~ Is Optional) · 
•R~r:~ Level s119· 88 
• was s1400°, NOW _ .. · . 
Oplional Nicad P~ck \\'ilS 'IH"' SiJ6 
... ·,,,' 
,-
J • 
' .. ' ~ '' 
-:··' ·. ·;_: .. 
